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UPDATED
FALL CLEARANCE SALE
30% OFF ON ALL COLLECTIONS
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Hundreds of collections from all over the World available at our
lowest prices ever. Don’t miss this opportunity to acquire a great country
collection to compliment your collection or start a whole new area of collecting.

ALL LOTS ARE ONE-OF-A-KIND, DON’T DELAY
Terms & Shipping Information

Walk-Ins/Mail/Phone/Fax/E-mail orders are welcomed. Please or der by Lot # & Countr y Name.
Payment must accompany order. All checks must be drawn on U.S. Banks.
VISA/MC/DISCOVER/AMERICAN EXPRESS accepted, credit card orders must include Name, #, Exp. Date., CVC #
If ordering by mail, please use enclosed order form.
TAKE 30% OFF THE PRICES LISTED
Shipping & Handling Fees: Add $10.00 per order.
PLEASE SEND STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS SHIPPING - NY Residents add 8.875% sales tax.

new york’s only street level retail stamp store

432 West 54th Street, New York, NY 10019 *Tel: (212) 489-8130 ~ Fax: (212) 581-8130
E-Mail: championstamp@aol.com ~ Website: www.championstamp.com
STORE HOURS: Monday-Friday 10AM-4PM & Thursday 10AM-7PM

COUNTRY COLLECTIONS
#8851 INDEPENDENT AFRICA - Minkus album from 1960
thru 1965. Includes mint Burundi #1-8, #12b perf & imperf
S/S, few FDC’s; Cameroon #352-354; Central African Republic #C1-3, #29-32 imperf; Chad; Congo; Republic of
Congo; Dahomey; Gabon; Guinea, note 1960 Olympic overprints, 2 sets includes overprint color variations............
...................................................................... NET $295.00
#9021 ALEXANDRETTA - Scott album pages with complete
mint 31 values! Rarely offered as such!!....... NET $310.00
#8003 ANTIGUA - Scott Specialty pages from 1946 thru
1986 in a two-post binder. Stamps are mint and in mounts.
Fairly complete (about 98%) for the years listed. Includes
#98-99, #107-21. A few used stamps within. Catalog Value
is $1,247........................................................ NET $650.00
#5053 ARAB PENINSULA - Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar
and UAE predominantly used stock of over 3,000 stamps
from the 1960’s thru the 1970’s. There are some no gum
mint within. Scott ranges from $2-$50+ per stamp in quantities of 6 to 300 of each including 57 of Kuwait #763 (cv
$57.50 each). Catalog value is well over $20,000..................
...................................................NET $3,950.00
#8758 ASCENSION - Scott pages with mint stamps in
mounts from 1956 thru 1982. Almost complete for the years
listed. Includes #62-74, #75-88, #138-151 and much more
with souvenir sheets....................................... NET $295.00
#8527 AUSTRALIA - Stockpages in a 3 ring binder from
1992 thru 2005 with mint, NH , mostly complete sets but not
a complete run of issues. Face value probably $500-$600.
Catalog value is $1,205.................................. NET $495.00
#8700 AUSTRALIA - Vario pages in a 3 ring binder with
95% mint stamps from the 1920’s thru the early 2000’s. Excellent assortment of stamps ncluding used #178-179 and
mint, NH #152-154 (toned), #252a, #255a, #314-31, #394417 (w/o #398), #508, #1132-35 and #1135 extra. Collection
is weak thru the 1940’s and strong from the 1950’s thru
1990, then sporatic sets thru the early 2000’s. There is a
strong selection of gutter pairs as well as some booklets.
Covers (not many) are throughout. Also included is A.A.T. &
Ross Dependency........................................... NET $595.00
#8783 AUSTRALIA (3 VOLUMES) - Davo Hingeless Albums with mint stamps from 1984 thru 2005. Pages start
from 1966, stamps from 1984 on. Virtually complete as per
page layout. Includes some AAT from 1988 thru 2005. Values up to A20 included........................... NET $895.00
#7451 AUSTRALIA & STATES - Scott album from 1857
thru 1995 with mostly used stamps, all in mounts. Classic
collection from this popular area. The States catalog over
$1,900. Australia catalogs about $2,400. Includes Australia
mint #96-99, #CO1, & used #1-10.................NET $1,295.00

#8994 AUSTRALIA & AREAS - Scott album with mostly
mint stamps from 1913 thru 1980. The earlies are used and
the later on are mint. Included are mint #144, #147-149,
#150-151, #152-154, #159-161, #162-164, #170, #177-79,
#292-303 & #365-379. Norfolk #42 and PNG #71, #89-91,
#110-113, #114-117. Also includes other areas.....................
................................................NET $275.00
#8807 AUSTRIA (CARDS) - Over 75 cards (including some
envelopes) WWI Feldpost with most well identified as to
date, platoon, etc........................................... NET $395.00
#8808 AUSTRIA-HUNGARIAN EMPIRE (CARDS) - World
War I collection of 100+ prisoner of war cards, correspondence. Interesting censored and other markings.................
...............................................................NET $475.00
#8809 AUSTRIA (& BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA) - Extensive collection in a Scott album from 1874 thru 1999. Mostly
mint with numerous highlights. The following mint stamps
are included; #51-65, #86-105, #110-127, #128-144, #326339, #340-353, #354-373, #390-431, #520-556, #B87-92,
#B93-98, #B100-105, #B106-109, #B112-117, #C1-60. Also
note #M1-2 and other B.O.B. (Dues, Newspapers, etc.) as
well as offices abroad. Included are #M8-14, #M16-17 with
inverted overprints. Bosnia & Herzegovina incudes #126c,f,
#127c,d. Also includes many perforation varieties, imperfs,
etc............................................................... NET $2,995.00
#8816 AUSTRIA - Handmade pages with typed descriptions from 1872 thru 1925. Over 200 used postal cards
neatly mounted, organized and described. Typed information includes denomination, size of card and to and from
destinations. Beautiful collection, impossible to duplicate.
................................................................... NET $950.00
#8844 AUSTRIA - Scott Specialty album from 1850 thru
2000. Marvelous used collection that is virtually complete
from 1947 on. Other highlights include #127, #128-141,
#163, #167, #B112-117, #B118-121, #B138-141, #B260263, #B269-271, #C1-3, #C54-60 plus more B.O.B. Also includes a few hundred 19th Century with many varieties,
especially different shades......................... NET $825.00
#9031 AZORES - Qaudrilled pages in a binder with mint
and used stamps thru 1931. Superlative collection starting
with #1 used (3 3/4 margin) w/RPS certificate #51,697. Also
included is #3 mint, #30 mint slight toning and signed on
back, #4-6 used and much more. Very extensive and almost
complete. There is a map of this area that is printed on each
page. The collector also typed research notes on most
pages. Also includes some covers and postal stationery
(mixed condition). Includes sections for Angra, Horta &
Ponta Delgada. Impossible to Duplicate!!.....NET $2,295.00
#8153 BAHAMAS - Scott album pages, some printed and
some blank with mint and used stamps in Showgard mounts
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from 1863 thru 2002. Many complete sets, highlights include #55 mint, #132-47 mint and #158-73 mint. Over 175
stamps make up this collection. Catalog Value is $2,077...
.................................................................... NET $830.00
#8764 BAHAMAS - Scott pages with mostly mint stamps in
mounts from 1862 thru 1982. Solid collection with many
good items. Includes used #34, #62 & #113. Mint highlights
include #35-36, #37-42, #44-47, #65-69, #70-84, #85-89,
#90-91, #92-95, #116-129, #132-147, #149 & #MR4. Some
stamps included in both mint and used condition..............
.......................................................NET $695.00
#7253 BARBADOS - Vintage Reproduction Pages with
mint, hinged stamps from 1852 thru the 1930’s. Desirable
collection containing #2-3, #50-2, #55-6, #62, #65-7, #81-9,
#102-8, #116-26, #127-39 and #150. One used stamp from
1938 snuck in! Catalog value is $1,775....... NET $1,095.00
#8154 BARBADOS - Scott album pages with mint and used
stamps in Showgard mounts from 1857 thru 2003. Many
complete sets within the 700+ stamps in this collection. Catalog Value is $1,468...................................... NET $585.00
#6010 BELGIUM - SEMI POSTALS - Mint, hinged stamps
on Scott album pages. Runs from 1946 thru 1956. Complete except for #B466A,B. Also includes 2 varieties of
B482a........................................................NET $995.00
#7135 BELGIUM - Very strong collection with many mostly
mint highlights. On Minkus pages from 1884 thru 1986.
Mint highlights are #91, #435-45, #B514, #B9-16, #B17-24,
#B107-13, #B125-31, #B123-4, #B460-1, #B462-6, #B4804, #B482a, #B498-502, #B515-20, #B521-2 Unesco Ovpts,
#B538-43, #B544-6, #B558-60, #B561-6, #B605A, #B662a,
#Q374-7 and many more. Used highlights are #74 and
#121........................................................... NET $2,295.00
#8708 BELGIUM - Vario pages with Mint, NH stamps from
1940 to 1987 and later. Very complete, lacking less than 10
stamps for completion. Includes #Q239-62, #310-26, #32835, #343-61B, #362-64, #374-77, #388-409, #410-12, #437,
#438-59, #464-65 plus 5 sets issued from 1996 on that are
basically private issues. Catalog value is over $1,300..........
........................................................................ NET $750.00
#8930 BELGIUM - Album pages and home made pages
with mint and used stamps from the 1850’s thru the 1980’s.
Appears to be a combination of several collections so there
is duplication within. Thousands of stamps including many
goodies. After a quick look, here are some highlights mint
#172-184, #435-445, #B71-77, #B93-98, #B99-105, #B107113, #B480-484, #B482a, #B495-497, #B515-520, #B538543, #B558-560, #C12a. Used highlights are #B495-497.
Much catalog value! ....................................... NET $995.00
#6772 BELIZE - Extensive collection of sets & souvenir
sheets from 1973 thru 2000 with a few later in a Scott album.
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Could be complete, mint, NH and in mounts for the time period listed. Includes plethora of topicals. Extremely high
catalog value............................................... NET $2,250.00
#7257 BERMUDA - Vintage Reproduction Pages with mint,
hinged stamps from 1880 thru the 1930’s. Exciting collection featuring #16-7, #20, #23-5, #49, #51, #52, #94, #96,
#124-8 and more. Catalog value is $1,200...NET $795.00
#8017 BERMUDA - Scott Specialty pages from 1948 thru
2008 in a two-post binder. Stamps are mint and in mounts.
Outstanding collection covering a 61 year period. Only lacking #408, #707 & #857-60. Does include #118-28, George
VI complete (14 values). Catalog Value is $2,463..................
................................................................... NET $1,350.00
#8156 BERMUDA - Scott pages with mint and used stamps
in Showgard mounts from 1865 thru 2008. Many compete
sets. Highlights include #143-62 mint except #156 used.
Over 650 stamps in overall collection. Catalog Value is
$1,747............................................................ NET $695.00
#8755 BERMUDA - Scott pages with mint stamps in
mounts from 1865 thru 1985. Fine collection, fairly complete
from 1953 on. There are a few used scattered throughout
up till the early 1950’s..................................... NET $495.00
#8798 BOHEMIA & MORAVIA - Stockpages in a binder
from 1934 thru 1944. Small dealers stock including mint and
used (signed) as well as a good representation of most issues in quantities of up to 50. Note that there are multiples,
printing varieties, gutter pairs and pairs with blank star labels............................................................... NET $295.00
#8818 BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA - 52 postal cards, virtually all used, most with military post cancellations from the
late 1890’s to the early 20th Century. Unique collection.
..................................................................... NET $375.00
#8819 BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA - A superb collection of
48 pieces consisting mostly of postal cards. All on handmade pages with neatly typed descriptions (in German) with
cards from 1882 thru 1916. Great variety from this seldom
seen area...................................................... NET $575.00
#9027 BRITISH S-V- Lindner blank hingeless pages in a
binder with mint stamps from the 1940’s thru the 1980’s.
Neatly organized collection from 4 countries. St. Kitts-Nevis,
Seychelles, Turks & Caicos & Virgin Is. Goodies include St.
Kitts-Nevis #107-118, #145-160 & #206-222. Turks &
Caicos #94-100, #115-117, #121-135, #158-171, #217-230,
#265-279 & #360-374. Virgin Is. #102-113, #115-127, #128139, #144-158, #206-222, #284-300 & #364-380. Almost all
stamps are in mounts............................... NET $350.00
#8760 BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY - Scott pages
with mint stamps in mounts from 1963 thru 1982. Beautiful
collection, virtually complete for the years listed.............
...............................................................NET $375.00
#5116 CANADA - Mint & used lot of Scott #508-511, 1970
Japan Expo collection. Includes 46 mint blocks (various positions incl. tagged), 46 used FD cancelled blocks (various
positions incl. tagged), strips, pairs. etc. (includes strips of
3 of the same stamp mint & used as well as pairs. Plus 1
block of regular and tagged on FDC’s. Probably all possible
combinations. ...............................................NET $195.00
#7154 CANADA - Scott album from 1859 thru the 1970’s
with very few later. Good collection with mostly used stamps
and room for expansion. Included is used #18, #27 and mint
#51-4, #56, #70, #71, #79, #159 and #176. Usual mixed
condition on the 19th Century.......................... NET $995.00
#7267 CANADA - Vintage Reproduction Pages with mint
and used hinged stamps from 1859 thru the 1930’s. Fabulous collection loaded with better items. Included are used
#21-2, #24-5, #27, #28-30. Mint highlights are #41-3, #504, #56-7, #66-71, #74-82, #89-92, #96-102, #111,
#116, #120, #122, #149-59, #C1-4, #E1-5, #F1-2, #J1-10,
#MR6 and much more. Catalog value is over $7,000............
...................................................................NET $2,995.00
#8210 CANADA - Lighthouse hingeless pages from the
1850’s thru 1951. Substantial , mostly mint collection including #50, #54, #56, #72 regummed, #85-86, #96-103, #14959, #162-77, #217-27, #241-45, #249-62, #268-73, #C1-4,
#O1-9, #O25 & #O27. Catalog value is over $7,000........
...................................................................... NET $2,875.00
#8601 CANADA - Scott Specialty album with pages from
1859 thru 2000. Mint stamps in mounts. Spectacular collection that includes #14, #34-37, #42-44, #50-59, #66-73,
74-81, #85-86, #89-94, #96-103, #104-122, #123-134,
#149-159, #162-177, #219-229, #241-245, #249-262, #268273, #302, #C1-9, #E1-11, #J1-5, #J6-10, #J11-14, #O1-49
and more. Catalog value is over $12,500..... NET $3,995.00
#8676 CANADA (2 ALBUMS) - Scott Specialty binders and
dustcovers with stamps from 1927 to 2008. Very strong mint
collection with stamps from 1950 at least 95% complete. Includes many booklets and mini sheets. All stamps in clear
mounts. Pages prior to 1927 as well as empty Newfoundland pages are included................................ NET $995.00
#8762 CANADA - Scott pages with mostly used stamps
from 1859 thru 1988. Starts with early queens (few large),
as well as more modern mint issues, including higher denominations. Good starting point for a Canadian collection................................................................NET $275.00
#8813 CANADA - White Ace pages from 1898 thru 1946.
Beautiful mint collection, lightly hinged. Includes #85-86,
#135, #141-145, #146-148, #162-72, #195-201, #203, #217227, #241-245, #252-262, #268-73, #C1-4, #E1-11 and
more. Catalog value is over $1,600................ NET $625.00
#8817 CANADA - Minkus album pages in a binder with mint
and used stamps from 1870 thru the 1940’s. Highlights includes mint #46, #55, #56, #58, #59, #60, #227, #241-245,
#C2, #E1 & #O10. Used highlights are #47, #50, #54, #57,
#73, #84, #95, #101, #102, #159. Some stamps mixed condition. High Catalog value........................... NET $1,195.00
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#8890 CANADA- Scott album pages from 1922 thru 1946.
Mostly mint, such as #245, #262, #273, #C1-4, #C2, extremely well centered & #E1-3. Also has some used, such
as #158, #159, #176 & #177...................... NET $225.00
#9026 CANADA - Scott album thru 1967. Solid collection,
mostly mint with numerous higher value stamps. Includes
used #94, #103 & #158. Mint stamps included are #57, #58,
#66-73, #85-86, #96-102, #104-122, #123-124, #125-130 &
#177. Also includes airmails, postage dues, officials, etc.
Plus, as a bonus, a small collection of Newfoundland. Catalog value is over $6,000............................NET $2,495.00
#9033 CANADA - Stockbook with used stamps thru the
1930’s with a few later. Includes #30, #38(2), #39(3), #46,
#47, #50-60, #73, #84, #95, #158 & more. Some back of
the book included are C’s, E’s, F’s & J’s. Some stamps are
mint without gum. Few with faults not figured. Catalog value
is over $2,500.............................................. NET $875.00
#9035 CANADA - Lindner Hingeless album from 1851 thru
1971. Superlative, mostly mint collection that is virtually
complete from 1908 thru 1971 (sorry, no Seaway Invert).
However, it does includes used #4d(2) & #95. Mint included
is #40 (no gum), #46-47 hinged, #50 NH, #55 LH, #57-58
hinged, #59-60 LH, #70 NH, #72 hinged, #80 hinged, #84
hinged, #93 hinged, #96-98 NH, #99-101 hinged, #102-103
LH, #104-122 (less #111), #122 NH & #120a LH, #149-159
NH except #153 & #157 LH, #174-177 LH, #E1 NH, #J1-5
hinged, #O9 NH, #025 NH & #O27 NH. Also includes large
queens used, up to 3 of each. Catalog value is over
$12,000. ...................................................... NET $4,750.00
#9040 CANADA Booklets & Booklet Panes (BOX) - A few
hundred booklets and booklet panes make up this lot. Coverage ranges from George V to QEII. Some mixed condition
including disturbed gum and adhering to interleaving within
as well as duplication (nothing excessive in duplicates). Includes #341aii Mint, NH. Offered at a very reasonable price
and offered as is! ........................................NET $595.00
#6868 COCOS ISLANDS - Scott album pages from 1963
thru 1999 with an almost complete run of issues . Only
missing the 7 value revalued set from the early 1990’s and
the official overprint. Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.
...............................................................NET $445.00
#7273 COOK IS. - Vintage Reproduction Pages with mint,
hinged stamps from 1892 thru the 1930’s. Strong collection
with many better items throughout. Includes #2, #3, #14,
#24, #35-8, #67-8, #84-90 and #103-6. Catalog value is
over $1,200.................................................NET $750.00
#8033 COOK IS. (2 BOOKS) - Scott Speciality pages from
1953 thru 2008 in 2 three ring binders. Substantial collection fairly complete. Stamps through 1994 are mostly
hinged. Included are numerous topical sets. Catalog Value
is $3,350....................................................... NET $1,695.00
#8953 CUBA - Stockbook filled with hundreds of mint,
never hinged complete sets including souvenir sheets from
1960 thru 1996. Topicals galore. Not a complete run for
the years listed but a great selection. Includes #690a,
#695a, #700a, #3049-3054........................... NET $495.00
#8034 CYPRUS - Scott Specialty pages from 1946 thru
2008 in a two-post binder. Stamps are mint and in mounts.
Potent collection that is only missing a few items (#835-8,
#875A (now #871 footnote), #960 & 2 RA’s). Includes #159,
first 2 QEII definitive sets. #226a, Europas, etc. Catalog
Value is $2,012........................................... NET $1,095.00
#6361 CYPRUS - Strong collection on Scott album pages
from 1903 thru 1971 with a few later. Includes the following
highlights #84, #85, #105 and #134-5 used, #59, #136-9,
#143-55, #159, #168-82 and #183-97 mint. Virtually complete for the 1960’s including Europas. Although not including #226a........................................................ NET $895.00
#7153 CYPRUS - Scott album pages from 1880 thru 1976.
Outstanding, mostly mint collection. Featuring highlights like
used #11, #13, #16, #27, #35, #36 and #105. Mint highlights
are #1, #4, #8 (pl. #205), #9, #10, #61a-70, #125-35, #1369, #143-55, #158-9, #168-82, #183-97. Collection is virtually
complete from 1938 thru 1976 (note #226a not included).
...................................................................... NET $1,750.00
#8763 CYPRUS - Scott album pages with mostly mint
stamps from 1921 thru 1981. Fine collection includes mint
#76, #79, #84, #136-139, #181-182, #183-197, #206-218,
#219-221, #226a, #244-246 & #262-264. Used stamps are
#107, #134 & #143-155. Almost complete from the early
1960’s thru 1981......................................... NET $650.00
#6017 CZECHOSLOVAKIA -B.O.B. - Mint, hinged stamps
on Scott album pages. Starting with #B124, this collection
includes, #B137-39, #B140-43, #C1-6, #J1-14 and Bohemia
& Moravia complete, Slovakia complete. ....... NET $795.00
#8839 DENMARK - Lighthouse hingeless album from 1851
thru 1998. Mint, superlative collection commencing with #1
and also including #3, #5, #6, #7, #8 (no margins), #11-15,
#20, #24, #65-71, #72-78, #82, #97-131, #132-134, #B1-3,
#C1-5, #J1-8, #J9-24, #O3 (no gum), #P1-6, #P11-15,
#P17, #P19. Almost complete form the 1920’s on. Over
$10,000 in catalog value............................. NET $4,500.00
#8846 DENMARK - Scott Specialty album from 1851 thru
2000. Extraordinary collection with numerous key sets and
singles. Most of the stamps are used with a small handful
of mint. A sampling includes #2, #3-6, #7-8, #11-15, #2534, #65-69, #79-81, #110, #136-137, #138-144, #145-154,
#171a, #181-191, #B1-2, #B3-5, #C1-3, #J1-7, #M1-2, #O13 & #P1-6. There is duplication of Scott numbers for
shades, etc. Note #6, there are 2 & #16 there are 3. Condition on early issues is mixed. Most earlies are identified.
Catalog value is over $6,000...................... NET $1,795.00
#8759 FALKLAND IS. - Scott pages with mint stamps in
mounts from 1948 thru 1982. Good collection featuring
#100, #107-115, #166-179, #197-209 & #210-222. Also in-

cludes #2L1-8, #3L1-8 & #MR1-3. Reasonably complete for
this 35 year period......................................... NET $395.00
#7376 FINLAND - Mint stamps in mounts from 1960 thru
1991 on handmade pages. Gorgeous collection that is virtually complete for the 32 years time period. Meticulously
mounted and organized................................ NET $695.00
FRANCE & FRENCH RELATED
#8743 FRANCE - Lighthouse Hingeless album that runs
from 2004 thru 2008. Nice collection that is mint and almost
complete thru 2007 and has some issues from 2008.........
........................................................................ NET $795.00
#8744 FRANCE - Lighthouse Hingeless album with mint
stamps from 1998 thru 2003. Almost complete for the time
period............................................................. NET $595.00
#8772 FRANCE - Vario pages in a binder with mint, NH
stamps from the 1980’s thru the early 2000’s. Small dealer’s
stock of hundreds of stamps (up to 3 of each). Many different issues with numerous topicals................ NET $850.00
#8831 FRANCE ( 2 VOLUMES) - 2 Schaubek albums that
run from 1849 thru 1993. Extensive collection starting with
#1. 19th Century contains well over 200 stamps. Included
within the collection are some multiples, duplicates, shade
variations, etc. Many stamps are present in mint and used
condition. Some of the highlights include used #1-3, #1220, #47 (huge margins), #79, #126 (2), #254, #B11, #B19,
#B31-33, #B249-254, #B258-263. Mint highlights are #119,
#120, #226b, #236, #247A, #300a, #329 S/S, #B20-23,
#B28-30, #B35-37, #B39-41, #B249-254, #B258-263,
#B285-290, #B294-299 & #C22. Also included is a choice
collection of French Colonies issues. Many stamps including used #8 & #46-59.................................. NET $3,250.00
#8876 FRANCE - Lighthouse Post binder with hingeless
pages from 1850 thru 1957. Solid mostly mint collection with
numerous sets and singles throughout. Used highlights are
#3, #B11 and mint highlights are #128-131, #185-196, #198201, #258-262, #263, #264-283, #296-297, #299, #300,
#300a, #304, #311-312, #B31-33, #B35-37, #B38, #B43,
#B66-67, #B249-54, #B258-263, #B267-272 and #B276281. Pages for most airmails, postage dues and other
B.O.B. are not in this album........................... NET $950.00
#8946 FRANCE - Printed and handmade pages with both
mint and used stamps from 1849 thru the 1990’s. Superb
collection with numerous highlights such as used #16 & #37
with small faults. Included mint are #89, #118, #252, #263,
#296-297, #300a w/ cert., #401-414, #B66-67, #B249-254,
#B258-263, #B285-290, #C23-27 and #C36. There is duplication. Good 19th Century variety. High catalog value.
........................................................................ NET $850.00
#8950 FRANCE & COLONIES - Quadrilled pages in a blue
springback binder. An unusual collection with duplication
throughout. However, there are lots of goodies throughout.
Stamps are mint and used and run from the 19th Century
thru the 1950’s. Nice examples are mint #256-257, #329
Pexip S/S, #624, #B16-17, #B26, #B70, #B76, #B66-67,
#B83 and #B157a. Used examples included are #B66-67
on card. Also, French area countries including Algeria,
Cameroun, F. W. Africa, Lebanon, Guadeloupe, Indo-China,
Madagascar, Fr. Morocco, Martinique, New Caledonia, St.
Pierre and others. Included is a mint set of French Colonies
1944 Red Cross (14 values) and 1937 Exposition (21 countries w/ 6 stamps each). Plus some 1937 British Colonies
Wedding, including Hong Kong...................... NET $950.00
#8523 FRENCH MOROCCO - Scott album pages with mint
and used stamps from 1891 thru 1955. Good collection consisting of a few hundred stamps. This is a seldom offered
area. ................................................................ NET $375.00
#8522 REUNION - Scott album pages from 1885 thru 1974
with mostly mint stamps. Fine collection from this French
area. Includes mint #8, #76, #181-222 (less 4 stamps),
#318-21, #B5-9, #C35-38, #C46-47, #C48-50, #CB1, #J3644, #J46-48 and used #Q1. Also included in the collection
but not figured is #C1 mint with a repaired tear. Catalog
value is over $1,500....................................... NET $875.00
#8725 FRENCH POLYNESIA - Lindner Hingeless album
with dustcover that runs from 1958 thru 1984. A mint, never
hinged collection (except #208-209 & #C29) including many
better sets with room to add to. Includes #196-197, #199202, #203-204, #211-215, #217-22, #223-226, #233-40,
#247-50, #258-60, #267-69, #C33, #C34-36, #C37, #C38,
#C45-47, #C48, #C52-53, #C55-56, #C57-61 & #C94. Catalog value is over $1,000................................. NET $595.00
#5397 FSAT - 8 different sets in various quantities, #104 x
75, #C70 x 30, #C73-5 x 50, #C76 x 60, #C77 x 50, #C83 x
30, #C84 x 25, #C88 x 30. Mostly in full sheets (folded) or
part sheets. Catalog value is $2,082............... NET $850.00
#8722 F.S.A.T. - Lighthouse Hingeless album from 1955 thru
2008. All mint stamps and only lacking 5 stamps for completion (#255, #374, #408, #409, #410). Virtually all are NH,
except the following that are hinged #28, #30, #C1-2 & #C6.
Also includes Madagascar #C54 NH. Catalog value is
$5,500........................................................... NET $1,895.00
#8707 F.S.A.T. - Vario pages with mint, NH stamps from
1955 thru the early 1990’s. Magnificent collection in pristine
condition. Includes #1-57, #C1-40 and Madagascar #C54
(corner margin copy). Also, many issues after #57 & #C41,
although not complete. Includes a 1982 F.S.A.T. catalog.
Catalog value is over $3,000.........................NET $1,195.00
#9005 FRENCH COLONIES (2 BOOKS)- Scott albums
from 1935 thru 1940. Beautiful mint collection with numerous better sets and singles throughout. Some of these include mint Fr. Morocco #B10-12, CB21, #B13-20,
#CB22-23, Fr. Colonies #B1 w/label, Fr. Eq. Africa #33-72,
#B1, #B4-8, #CB1, Fr. Guiana #156-161, #B4-8, #CB1, Fr.
Guinea #B3-7, Fr. India #117-134 (w/o #123a), #191-209,
#B7-11, Fr. Polynesia #133, #135, #B6-10, #CB1, Fr. Sudan
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#B2-6, Guadeloupe #142-147, #B4-8, Ivory Coast #B3-7,
Lebanon #C57-64, #C79a, #C97-100, Madagascar #B3-7,
CB1, Martinique #173-178, #B3-7, Mauritania #B4-8,
Monaco #127, #159, #170, #176, #B19-23, #B26-35, #B3650, New Caledonia #B5-9, #CB1, Fr. New Hebrides #55-66,
#J11-15, Niger #B2-6, St. Pierre #160-164, #217-218, #241252, #254-255, #256-259, #B4-8, #J59-67 and other France
Libre ovpts, Senegal #B4-8, Somali Coast #B3-7, Togo
#B2-6, Wallis & Futuna #B1-5. Also 1937 Paris Expo sets
and 1937 Arts Exhibition S/S, probably complete from the
colonies. There’s a handful of used scattered throughout.
Catalog is over $4,250.................................NET $1,950.00
GERMANY & GERMAN RELATED
#8236 GERMANY - Quadrilled pages in a springback binder
with mostly used stamps from 1873 thru 1975. Solid collection that includes used #1-11, #25, #28, #665-9, #698-701,
#B8-32, #B34-57, #B91-92, #B310-41 & #C46-56. Also includes some 5N, 6N, 8N & 9N (Berlin) issues as well as a
small selection of DDR. Catalog value is over $5,000...
..................................................................... NET $1,495.00
#8543 GERMANY - Powerful collection of better mint, lightly
hinged sets on Scott album pages. Includes #665-69, #67085, #8N35-37, #9N1-20, #9N35-41, #9N42-60, #9N61-79,
#9N94-98, #9NB1-7, DDR #48-93. Catalog value is over
$2,300............................................................ NET $895.00
#8690 GERMANY - Schaubek album from 1872 thru 1940.
A mint and used collection with many better sets throughout.
Includes mint #432-35, #B23-27, #B34-37, #B38-41, #B4448, #B105. Used highlights are #B49-57, #B91-92, #B104
& #B106. Also #B28-32 (#B30 used, others mint). Some
mixed condition throughout, especially on earlier stamps.
Includes some Occupation issues...................NET $695.00
#8767 GERMANY - Quadrilled pages with mostly mint and
a few used stamps from 1921 thru 1923. Hundreds of
stamps, many varieties (some listed in Michel, some not),
95% identified . Includes printing varieties, color variations,
etc. It has original owner’s notes, etc. No B.O.B. There is
much duplication of the basic numbers but with different varieties. Includes multiples, etc. Not all stamps represented.
Probably impossible to duplicate!................NET $695.00
#8773 GERMANY - Davo pages from 1948 thru 1978 with
mint stamps in mounts. Virtually complete!! Includes 2 used
sets (#670-685 & #702-721) otherwise all mint.
Highlights are #667-668, #B309, #B310-313, #B314-315,
#B316-317, #B318-319, #B320-323 and much more..
......................................................................NET $650.00
#8792 GERMANY - Stockpages in a binder with mint and
used stamps from 1921 thru 1923. Many thousands of
stamps reasonably well organized comprise this accumulation. Basically #137-238 and some semi postals and airmails from this time period. Not all #’s are present and
duplication can run 100 or more. Unchecked for varieties!!
.........................................................NET $495.00
#8793 GERMANY- B.O.B. - Dealer’s stock housed on
stockpages in binder. Many thousands of mint and used
stamps comprise this accumulation. Quantities range up to
50 of each. Some highlights include #B102 (6 mint), #B103
(mint & 2 used), #B106 (mint & 2 used), #B107-15 (3 used),
#B123-31 (2 used), #B141-43 (mint), #B144-45 (used),
#B173 (3 mint), #B292-93 (2 mint). There is a good grouping of se-tenants and tete-beche from sets of #B107 thru
#B168. Also included are O #’s, #OL1-21, etc. and Bavaria
#O52-69. Very high catalog value, probably more than
$4,000............................................................ NET $995.00
#8797 GERMANY - Stockpages in a binder with mint and
used stamps from 1923. Stamps go from #280 thru #328,
an assortment of a few thousands stamps with numerous
Michel listed varieties. An absolute treasure is this is your
specialty. Various quantities including part sheets................
.................................................................NET $395.00
#8874 GERMANY (WEST & EAST) - Stockbook of mint
and used stamps form the 1870’s thru the early 2000’s. Includes Saar, Danzig, States, Semi Postals, Airmails, etc.
There is some duplication throughout. Includes mint #B811, #B69-78, #B144, #B344-347 & #C56. A treasure chest
for the German collector............................ NET $395.00
#8886 GERMANY - Scott album pages from 1872 thru
1973. Many hundreds of mostly used stamps will be found
throughout this collection, including a good number cataloging between $5-$20 each as well as a number over $20.
Mixed condition, especially the 19th century issues.
Unchecked for varieties. Virtually all ID’d by original owner.
.......................................................................NET $295.00
#8912 GERMANY (2 ALBUMS) - Lighthouse albums in
blue springback binders. Mostly used with a few mint
stamps throughout from 1946 thru 1996. There are also
some better items throughout. Includes #B306-308, #B309,
#B324, #B342-343. Includes covers................NET $350.00
#8913 GERMANY (2 ALBUMS) - Lighthouse hingeless albums (1 springback & 1 ring binder) from 1949 thru the early
1990’s. Extensive, mint, NH collection approximately 98%
complete. Includes #667-668 & #B309, #669, #686, #693,
#695, #698-701, #B324, #B325-326, #B327-330, #B331,
#B332-333, #B334-337, #B338-341, #B342-343, #B344347 & #C61-64................................................. NET $950.00
#8908 GERMANY-BERLIN - Lighthouse album from 1949
thru 1990. Stamps are mint, NH and start in 1950. Includes
#9N69, #9N70-74, #9N75-79, #9N80, #9N81-73, #9N94-98,
#9N99-100, #9NB6-7, #9NB8-11, #9NB12. Virtually complete from 1956 on.......................................... NET $450.00
#8917 EAST GERMANY DDR (8 BOOKS) - Lot is of 7
stockbooks and 1 collection. Mostly mint collection that
goes to 1969 while the stockbooks are mostly 1960’s thru
1970’s. Small quantities of most issues. Includes a mint set
of 4 Karl Marx souvenir sheets....................... NET $595.00
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#5484 GERMANY - BERLIN - Mint, hinged stamps on
Scott album pages. Complete #9N1-147, #9NB1-17 (without #9NB3a).Catalog value is over $1,700..NET $1,050.00
#5969 GERMANY (BERLIN 1948-1977) - Beautiful collection, all in mounts on Davo pages, with many better sets.
Includes mint, LH #9N1-20, #9N35-41, #9N42-60, #9N613, #9N64-7, #9N69, #9N70-9, #9N80, #9NB1-3, #9NB4-5
and #9NB6-7. Appears to be complete for this time period
except for #9N21-34 and #9NB3a. A handful of used
stamps within, including #9N68. Catalog value is approx.
$2,000.............................................................. NET $895.00
#5485 GERMANY - DDR - Mint, hinged stamps on Scott
album pages. Complete thru 1957 except for the 4 perf &
imperf Karl Marx S/S from 1953. Most of the officials included are C.T.O............................................. NET $700.00
#6457 GERMANY BERLIN - Scott album pages from 1949
thru 1985. Some mint highlights are #9N1-20, #35-41 and
#42-60. Some used highlights are #9N21-34, Bells (3 sets),
#9NB4-5 and #9NB8-11. Most stamps both mint and
used............................................................ NET $1,750.00
#7206 GERMANY BAVARIA - Collection of #256-75 (less
#270A), 100 mint, NH sets in sheets or part sheets. Catalog
value for hinged is $1,920............................... NET $975.00
#8717 GERMANY & AREAS - Schaubek album with used
stamps from 1872 thru 1945. Super collection with numer
ous highlights. Some are #363-65, #B15-18, #B19-22,
#B23-27, #B28-32, #B34-37, #B38-41, #B44-48, #B49-57,
#B59-67, #B69-78 #B90 on reg. cover, #B91-92 on 2 reg.
covers, #B141-43, #C25-26, #C27-34. Also includes Saar
#B9-14, #B30-35; Offices in China #1-6, #34-35, #44-45a,
#53-54, #56; Morocco #1-6, #30, #31; Turkey #8-12, #2122, #54, #58. Some Belgium, B & M, General Gov’t and others will be found. Beautiful condition throughout. Catalog
value is over $5,000................................... NET $1,850.00
#8927 GERMANY - Lindner Hingeless album from 1919
thru 1923. German Inflation time period. Exciting collection
with both mint and used stamps with many of the used
stamps signed. Includes B.O.B. issues within the years. Includes B.O.B. issues within the years. Includes some imperfs and duplication. Great start or addition to an existing
collection. Michel #’s notes throughout.............NET $495.00
#8926 GERMANY - Lindner Hingeless album from 1923
thru 1933. Strong collection with most stamps in mint and
used condition. Includes mint #323-328, #330-336, #337339, #351-362, #363-365, #366-384, #387, #B8-11, #B1518, #B19-22, #B23-27, #B28-32, #B33, #B44-48, #C20-26,
#C27-34. Used highlights are #B8-11, #B15-18, #B19-22,
#B34-37, #B38-41, #B44-48, #C20-26, #C27-34. Mint
stamps are mostly hinged. Catalog value is over $2,000.
....................................................................... NET $795.00
#8942 GERMANY & BERLIN - Printed and handmade
pages with mint and used stamps from the 1870’s thru 2008.
Fascinating collection with numerous better items throughout. Such as mint #363-365- #695, #B104, #B119 & #B141143. Some better used items included are #669, #B18,
#B59-67, #B69-78, #B341, #B344-347, #9N35-39, #9N6263, #9N64-67, #9N70-71, #9N80, #9N98, #9NB6-7 and
#9NB8-10. Includes duplication as well as mint and used
for many issues. Also includes a good selection of 19th
Century stamps................................................ NET $595.00
#8961 EAST GERMANY (3 ALBUMS) - Lighthouse hingeless albums from 1949 thru 1990. Approximately 85% complete with mint, never hinged stamps. Includes #54-57A,
#58-67, #78-79, #80-81, #82-84, #B15-16, #B17-20, #B21
& #B21a. ......................................................... NET $695.00
#8985 GERMANY - Scott album pages from 1946 thru
1952. Small but potent mint collection that includes 5 used
stamps (4 cheapies & #669). Includes #B294-295, #298330, #5NB1-4, #5NB4a, #8NB1-4, #8NB4a....NET $350.00
#8991 GERMANY - Scott album pages from 1872 thru
1945. Extensive, mostly mint collection including used #8,
#13 (pen cancel) and mint #1 (no gum), #11 (regum), #28,
#62, #64, #363-365, #387, #B8-11, #B18, #B19-22, #B2832, #B41, #B49-57 (B57 used), #B59-67, #B69-78, #B9192, #B103, #B104, #B105, #B106, #B119, #B141-143,
#C26, #C27-34, #C46-56 & #C57-58. From 1921 on (except for #B33, #B58, #B68, #C35-37, #C38-39, #C40-42 &
#C43-45).the collection is virtually complete. Note that
some stamps are mounted in the wrong places!..................
.........................................................NET $995.00
#8986 GERMANY - BERLIN - Schaubek album with mint
and used stamps from 1948 thru 1990. Substantial collection including mint #9N21-34, #9N35-41, #9N42-60, #9N6163, #9N64-67, #9N69, #9N70-74 & #9N75-79. Most issues
after were collected in mint and used condition. There is
some duplication within. Catalog value is over $4,000........
................................................................NET $1,595.00
#8987 GERMANY (3N thru 8N) - Schaubek album pages
from 1945 thru 1949. Strong collection with both mint and
used within. Mint highlights are #5N28-40, #5NB1-4,
#5NB4a, #5NB8a,b, #6N30-38, #6NB3-6, #6NB6a, #8N2837, #8NB1-4, #8NB4a. Used highlights are #3N19, #5N2840, #6N30-38, #8N28-37. Also included are numerous
Michel listed varieties. A “pot o’ gold” for the specialist.
Many issues collected both mint & used. Catalog value is
over $2,000.................................................. NET $795.00
#8983 GERMANY BUNDESREPUBLIC - Schaubek album
from 1949 thru 1997. Impressive collection with most issues
represented mint and used. Includes mint #665-666, #667668 & #B309, #670-685 (Posthorns), #702-721, #B310-313,
#B314-315, #B316-317, #B318-319, #B320-323, #B327330, #B334-337. Used highlights are #665-666, #667-668
& #B309, #B313 #B314-315, #B316-317, #B318-319,
#B320-323, #B327-330, #B334-337.
Catalog Value
$3,000+....................................................... NET $1,250.00

#8990 GERMANY - SOVIET ZONE LOCALS - Stockbook
with a super assortment of mint and used stamps with much
duplication between Michel #85-115 with some earlier. The
years are 1945 and 1946. Numerous Michel listed varieties
(identified). A treasure chest full of goodies for the specialist
in this area. Includes Michel #BL3A (3) and #BL3B (2)
mint..............................................NET $695.00
#7051 GIBRALTAR - Wonderful collection from this ultra
popular British area country. Collection is mostly used from
1886 thru 1996 in a Minkus album. It is virtually complete
from 1963 to 1988 (used - couple mint) and 1989-1996 mint.
Also included used #3, #100-3, #107-18, #132-45 and #14760. No postage dues included........................NET $695.00
#8604 GIBRALTAR - Lighthouse Hingeless album from
1886 thru 1998. Classic collection with mint and used
stamps. Includes used #3 & #144 and mint #2 (2 copies),
#5, #20, #22-27, #29-38, #88, #143, #145, #147-60. Fairly
complete from mid 1950’s to the end............ NET $995.00
GREAT BRITAIN & GB RELATED
#7202 GREAT BRITAIN - Minkus album from 1902 thru
1996. Fine, mint and used collection from the first nation to
issue stamps. Some used highlights include #179-80, #224
and #269. Mint phosphors included are #387-9, #390-1,
#395-7, #398-400, #410-13 & #414-7. Strong representation of mint complete sets from 1963 thru 1996, including
commemorative booklets............................... NET $950.00
#7323 GB - Oversized quadrilled page with #3, 1 pence
Queen Victoria reconstructed sheet of 240, top row AA-AL
and left vertical row TA-TL. Incredibly mounted on a large
page (folded twice not affecting the stamps).
Catalog
value is $5,160 as singles.......................... NET $1,995.00
#8160 GREAT BRITAIN (2 BOOKS) - Scott album pages
from 1841 thru 2010. Mostly used stamps in Showgard
mounts. Attractive collection that is very comprehensive
from the 1940’s on although after 2004, there are more
spaces than stamps. Some highlights include used #96,
#112-22, #126, #127-38, #146-50 and #222-24. There is an
extensive selection of Machin issues. Collection contains
over 2,500 stamps. Catalog Value is $7,372..........................
...................................................NET $1,800.00
#8652 GREAT BRITAIN - Schaubek album pages from
1847 thru 1948. High catalog value collection filled with
used stamps. Includes #5, #7 (both full size, not cut to
shape), #27, #40, #45a plate #6, #53, #96, #102, #105,
#106, #108, #111-22, #127-138, #140, #173, #222-24, #O33
and #O80. Those are just some highlights. Also includes
British Offices Abroad, notably Turkey. Catalog value is over
$6,500............................................................. NET 1,495.00
#8810 GREAT BRITAIN - Lighthouse Hingeless album from
1978 thru 1997 with mint, NH stamps. Virtually complete
only missing 1994 and 1997 Castle issues. Catalog value
is about $1,000................................................ NET $595.00
#8811 GREAT BRITAIN - Lighthouse Hingeless album from
1996 thru 2005 with mint, NH stamps. Beautiful collection
and over 90% complete. Catalog value is about $2,000.....
......................................................................... NET $995.00
#8812 GREAT BRITAIN - Lighthouse Hingeless album
from 2006 thru 2010 with mint, NH stamps. Approximately
95% complete as per the album pages. Face value is about
$1,000, catalog value is about $2,000..... NET $1,100.00
#8775 GB - Black stockpages (double sided) in binder with
mint stamps from 1935 thru the 1990’s. Excellent run of
stamps including a selection of machins. All are Scott number ID’d except for the machins. Some minor duplication.
A grouping of B.O.B. stamps (officials, occupations) are
used................................................................ NET $995.00
#8905 GREAT BRITAIN (2 ALBUMS) - 2 Lighthouse
binders w/ dustcovers filled with quadrilled pages with used
stamps from 1952 thru 1995, reasonably complete. Includes a number of covers with sets. The binders and dustcovers cost almost as much as our price..... NET $250.00
#8940 GREAT BRITAIN - Printed and mostly handmade
pages in a 3 ring binder with mint and used stamps from the
1840’s thru 2000. Good selection of Queen Victoria issues
including about 50 used #33’s (unchecked for plate #’s).
Other used issues include #139-#140, #173, 3174 & #286289. Small selection of regionals plus a section of offices
abroad. High total catalog value.................... NET $495.00
#8910 GREAT BRITAIN - MACHIN BOOKLETS (15
Books) - Extensive, virtually complete collection of Machin
booklets housed in 14 small books plus 1 large book. Neatly
organized and arranged. Consists of many hundreds of
booklets, all identified. Gibbons catalog value is $9,00010,000 converted. Also includes some Machin strips,etc.
..................................................................NET $3,950.00
#9032 GREAT BRITAIN - Scott album thru 1981. A nice
collection that is mostly used thru 1934 and mint thereafter.
Mint includes #249-251A, #J18-25 & #J26-33. Used stamps
are #1, #9, #69,#70, #94-95, #98-107, #108-9, #139-140 &
#222-224. Also includes mint M.E.F. #218-219 & #235.
Other offices issues included. Catalog is well over
$7,000.................................................NET $1,495.00
#8765 GB-GUERNSEY - Quadrilled pages with mint stamps
in mounts from 1958 thru 1988. Fairly complete for the time
period. Some gutter pair are included. Also included are
#J1-7 and the first definitives. Handful of used scattered
throughout....................................................... NET $250.00
#8766 GB-ISLE OF MAN- Quadrilled pages with mint
stamps in mounts from 1958 thru 1990. Fairly complete collection, including #J1-8. Few used scattered throughout.
Also includes 8 revenue stamps (up to L5)....NET $250.00
#8161 GB - GUERNSEY & ALDERNAY - Scott album
pages with mostly mint stamps in Showgard mounts from
1969 thru 2000 and some later. Nice collection with many
sets throughout. Aldernay is all mint. There are over 1,000
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stamps total. Catalog Value is $1,489............. NET $595.00
#8162 GB - ISLE OF MAN - Scott album pages with mostly
mint stamps in Showgard mounts from 1973 thru 2007.
Beautiful collection that is over 90% complete. There are
some gaps in the 1995-2007 time period. Still, lots of sets
within the 1,000 stamps. Catalog Value is $1,255...............
........................................................................ NET $495.00
#8535 GB - ISLE OF MAN - Selection of mint, never hinged
new issues from 1994 thru 1999 (not a complete run) on
manilla stockpages. Original owner paid $267.......................
........................................................NET $240.00
#8534 GB - JERSEY - Selection of mint, never hinged new
issues from 1993 thru 1999 (not a complete run) on manilla
stockpages. Original owner paid $349............NET $300.00
#7304 GB - ROYAL MAIL PRESENTATION PACKS (1973 thru 2010) (BOX) Over 325 presentation packs of
mint commemorative and definitive stamps as issued by the
GB Royal Mail. The vast majority are between 1990 and
2010. There are a few prior to 1973 and some minor duplication. While not complete, this is a very extensive grouping..............................................................NET $1,595.00
#8642 GREECE (2 BOOKS) - Handmade pages with
stamps from 1861 thru 1900 that is about 98% used. Beautifully mounted exhibition quality collection of Hermes issues. Over 850 stamps including pairs and other multiples.
Extremely well organized by printing shades, types of paper,
perforations, etc. Pages are of top quality (appear to be
computer generated). Condition is somewhat mixed on earlier issues. Scott #’s run up to #158. Pages are numbered
from 1-63 (but 62 is missing, just how we received the collection). A fabulous opportunity for the collector of these
stamps. Catalog value in Euros done by orignal owner is
24,000........................................................... NET $4,250.00
#8963 GUYANA (6 BOOKS) - Incredible collection that
ranges from the 1960’s thru 1990 of overprints, specimens,
booklets, errors, including inverted and double overprints,
revenues, color proofs, imperfs (#2305-2331 pairs), covers,
over 350 both commercial & FDC’s. Impossible to duplicate.
An absolute treasure trove for the specialist in this area.
One of a kind!! ............................................. NET $3,500.00
#5039 HAITI - Assortment of 200++ mint stamps from 1898
thru the 1950’s with SPECIMEN ovpt and punched security
hole. Includes many sets. Note: Airmails, Statue of Liberty,
Red Cross, FDR, George Washington and more..................
.....................................................................NET $1,750.00
#5052 HAITI - Scott #390-91, C57-60 American Banknote
production file consisting of correspondence, black and
white photos used for the vignettes, large card sunken
proofs, large trial color proofs for airmail frames, each with
matching serial number and more. A unique opportunity for
this desirable, elusive material.......................NET $1,395.00
#5055 HAITI - Lighthouse stockbook from 1898 thru 1949
filled with over 260 mint different specimens including scott
#125//143, #C1-4, #C5-9, #C33-34, #CB3-8 (Malaria),
#RA1-8. #RA9-16. Each stamp has specimen overprint,
with some having different styles, as well as punched hole.
Excellent opportunity for the specialist.......NET $1,795.00
#8957 HUNGARY - Printed and handmade pages from the
1870’s thru the 1980’s. Many, many hundreds of stams, including souvenir sheets. A good number are both in mint
and used condition. Note the following mint souvenir
sheets, #1182, #1189 & #1202. Also includes some nice
19th Century.................................................. NET $250.00
#5457 ICELAND - Hinged stamps on Scott album pages.
Beautiful collection of mostly mint stamps from 1911 thru
1957. Highlights are #86-91 mint, #92-8 mint, #203-8B mint,
#213-6 mint, #217-28 mint, #232-5 mint, #273 mint, #B5
mint, #C1-3 mint, #C15-20 mint #O2 used, #O10-2 mint and
#O40-9 mint (#O41 used). there is a gap in the regular numbers from 1922-1936 and airmails from 1930-1933..............
......................................................NET $1,850.00
#8605 ICELAND - Stender’s album (from Denmark) from
1876 thru 1975. Fine, used collection with a catalog value
well over $2,000 (not including stamps with questionable
cancellations). Some of the highlights include #12, #15-17,
#18-19, #59, #67-68, #83, #86-96, #99-107, #157, #213-16,
#O7, #O10-11, #O28, #O31-39 & more...........NET $595.00
#8654 ICELAND - Schaubek album pages from 1875 thru
1945. Superb used collection. Many sets throughout, such
as #15-20, #34-44B, #71-85, #86-91, #92-97, #130-39,
#140 (revenue cancel), #149, #150, #152-66, #B5, #O1419, #O31-38 and #O53-62. Catalog value is over $5,000.
..................................................................... NET $1,595.00
#9020 INDIA STATES - Scott album pages from 1937 thru
1943. Mint stamps from Bundi thru Travancore. Includes
Chamba #89-92, #94-100, Bundi #36-42, Gwalior #112-113,
Indore #31-33 and more. Catalog value is over $800...
........................................................NET $375.00
#6717 IRELAND - Superb Collection!!!. Scott album from
1933 thru 2001. Virtually complete from 1960 on (missing
#175-6). Includes souvenir sheets and booklets. All stamps
are mint, NH and in mounts........................ NET $1,995.00
#7378 IRELAND - Mint stamps in mounts from 1922 thru
1986 on handmade pages. Excellent collection that is fairly
comprehensive. Includes #65-76, #106-17 and virtually all
commems from 1941 on. Note that the 1960 Europa issue
is not included................................................. NET $750.00
#8847 IRELAND - Scott Specialty album with blank pages.
Fine collection with some mint and used stamps from 1971
thru 1993.......................................................... NET $295.00
#8999 IRELAND (5 BOOKS) - Collection of 371 cacheted,
unaddressed first day covers from 1984 thru 2006. Although
not complete for the 23 year period, included are high values
up to 10 Euros, souvenir sheets & more. Original cost far
exceeds our price. Included are numerous topicals, such
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as Europa, WWF, Olympics, FLora & Fauna and more......
.......................................................NET $895.00
#6597 ISRAEL - INTERIM PERIOD - Quadrilled pages
from 1948 with 27 stamps and 18 covers. Includes issues
from Nahariya, Jerusalem, Tel-Aviv, Haifa and more. Includes identified varieties................................ NET $875.00
#8538 ISRAEL (4 ALBUMS) - 4 Minkus binders with White
Ace pages from 1948 thru 2009. Complete mint, never
hinged tab collection in mounts, except for #7-9. Includes
#J1-5. Souvenir sheets are here. Does not include the
Freedom from Hunger tete-beche sheet or the tete-beche
pairs (from this and other existing tete-beche pairs). Advertised retail for the years 1949-2009 is $3,200++. #15 (left
and right side tabs) and #27 has both left and right tabs included. All stamps are fresh!! ......................NET $4,995.00
#8861 ISRAEL - Bilingual album from Israel with mint, NH
stamps from 1948 thru 1966. Spectacular collection of tabs
(complete except for #7-9 & #133-136b, no space in album
for this set of unwatermarked tribes). Includes #J1-5. This
is one of the finest collection we’ve offered from this country.
Also includes all tete-beche pairs (#10-14, #18-21, #31-32,
etc.). Does not include #237 tete beche sheet, again, no
space in th album for it, although a tete beche strip is included. Catalog Value is $6,500................ NET $4,500.00
#8880 ISRAEL - Minkus album from 1991 thru 1996. Mint
plate block collection, virtually complete for the years listed.
Catalog value is based on singles x 4, over $600................
..........................................................NET $295.00
#8881 ISRAEL - Minkus album from 1997 thru 2005. Mint
plate block collection from Scott #1296-1604 only missing
#1358, #1421-1423, #1440, #1510-1512, #1541-1542,
#1569, #1576-1577, #1581, #1596, #1602 and #1603. Catalog values is based on singles x 4, over $1,000............
..................................................NET $475.00
#8883 ISRAEL - Minkus album from 1951 thru 1965 with
pages from 1948. Stamps are mint and in mounts. Tab collection virtually complete for years listed. Includes #46-47,
#48-50, #55, #133-136b, #241a (corner crease), #C16.
Does not included tete beche or booklet....... NET $325.00
#8914 ISRAEL (2 ALBUMS) - Lighthouse albums with
dustcovers. 2 springback binders with pages from 1949 thru
1990. Mint, NH tabs such as #23, #24, #44, #66-69, #133136b. Also #187a, #237 tete beche strip of 4 and #241a.
Fairly complete from 1960 on. Offered way below retail plus
you get 2 hingeless albums.......................... NET $495.00
#8919 ISRAEL (2 CARTONS) - This accumulation consists
of a couple of hundred shipments from the Israel P.O. between the late 1970’s and 2013. It probably is not a complete run. However, each envelope should contain 2 mint
tabs, used and a first day cover for the stamps. Many include the brochures as well as an invoice, A good percentage were never opened. The original buyer probably spent
over $1,500. Also includes first day covers from the 1960’s
to the 1980’s. The lot is housed in 2 well filled bankers cartons.................................................................. NET $695.00
#8995 ISRAEL TABS (2 ALBUMS) - 2 Lindner Hingeless
albums with dustcovers. Mint, never hinged collection thru
1978 which includes #15 (L&R), #17-22, #23, #25, #27
(L&R), #31-32, #35-36, #37, #48-50, #133-136b, #C16,
#O1-4 & #J6-11. Also, #16, #18-21 tete beche pairs and
tete beche gutter pairs, #31-32 tete beche pairs (3), #241a.
Fairly complete from 1950 on. Catalog value is over $1,750.
...........................................................NET $750.00
#8655 ITALY - Schaubek album pages from 1863 thru 1948
with used stamps. Splendid collection from this ever popular
country. Some of the numerous highlights are #35, #58-63,
#64-66, #115-16, #136-39, #159-64, #171-74, #280-89,
#377-86, #B38, #C2, #C28-33, #C35-39, #C56-61, #C6672, #C76, #C79-83 and #CE5-7. Catalog value is over
$6,500........................................................... NET $1,750.00
#8941 ITALY - Printed and handmade pages with mint &
used stamps from the 1860’s thru the 1970’s with a few later.
Lots of 19th Century as well as early to mid 20th Century.
Condition varies especially for the 19th Century stamps.
However, lots of goodies throughout. Mint highlights #143146, #239-241, #324-327, #B1-4, #B20-25, #B26-29, #C8994, #1N1-9, #1LN13, #1LNC1-7, #1LNE1-2, Trieste “A”
#36-39. Used highlights are #413-418, #495-506, #B37,
#B39-42, Trieste “A” #C6 and much more. Very high catalog
value. ..............................................................NET $495.00
#8545 ITALY - TRIESTE A - Scott album pages from 1947
thru 1951. Complete mint, lightly hinged collection except
for #129 & Q #’s issued after 1948. Includes #1-17, #5869, #C1-6, #C13-16, #E1-4, #E43, #J1-6, #J7-15 & #Q1-12.
Catalog value is over $4,000...................... NET $1,195.00
#8800 ITALY & TRIESTE A - Scott Specialty album from
1944 thru 1993. Excellent collection that is virtually complete with used stamps thru 1980, then reasonably complete
after. Includes Trieste A #69, Italy #495-506, #515-517,
#518, #521, #526-527, #538-39, #544-46, #572-73, #C127128. Does not include #574-576 & #834A.....NET $495.00
#9002 ITALY & OCCUPATIONS & OFFICES ABROAD Scott pages thru 1954. Powerful, mostly mint collection that
is very strong from 1910 thru 1946 (+ early issues) and
sparse from 1947 to 1954. Includes used #Q3-6 and mint
#46, #48, #49, #58-63, #66, #115-116, #119-122, #159-164,
#248-256, #268-279, #280-289, #290-305, #324-328, #331341, #345-348, #359-366, #367-376, #377-386, #B17-19,
#B30-33, #C3-9, #C23-26, #C62-65, #C73-78, #C79-83,
#C89-99 & #D1-14. Catalog value is over $6,000................
..........................................................NET $1,750.00
#9003 ITALY-AEGEAN & INDIVIDUAL ISLANDS - Scott
pages from 1912 thru 1940. Small collection with some better items throughout. Includes Aegean mint #19-30, #3135, #C1-3, #C26-27; Nisiro mint #17-26, Rhodes mint

#Q1-11 and used #J1-19. Most of the collection is mint. Includes stamps from Aegean and 13 individual Islands.
There is some foxing throughout, notable Aegean #31-35.
........................................................NET $425.00
#9000 ITALIAN COLONIES - 2 Scott album pages with
Scott #C1-35, used complete set of airmails from 1932 thru
1934. Catalog value is $2,190....................... NET $750.00

#6720 IVORY COAST - Scott album pages from 1941 thru
1981 with mint, NH stamps in mounts, Most of the issues
are post 1959. Includes a good selection of popular topical
sets................................................................ NET $285.00
#6858 JAPAN - Nice collection of mint, NH stamps in
mounts which includes #609, #613a, #625a, #636-636A,
#746-54 & #B1-10. Does not include airmails. Housed on
Scott album pages from 1954 thru 1962...... NET $595.00
#8705 JAPAN - Vario pages with mostly mint stamps from
the 1960’s thru the early 1990’s. An eclectic assortment of
definitives, booklets, souvenir sheets and some commem
oratives within the dates listed. Many of the stamps with
bottom imprint (that occurs once on a sheet)....................
.......................................................................NET $325.00
#5115 NORTH KOREA (BOX) - Sets and singles from 1980
thru 1984, all mnt, NH in quantities....... NET $1,195.00
#8245 LIBERIA - Large carton filled with many, many thousands of stamps including deluxe proofs, imperfs, specimens, color proofs, collection remains (including numerous
better items), inverted overprints, varieties, errors, airmails,
officials, etc., etc. There are multiples, quantities, registry
(snake triangles) and much more. Mostly organized by
Scott #’s in folders up to #282. Although there are some
1950’s issues, the vast majority are prior to 1940. Extensive
variety that is ideal for the Liberian Specialist (collector or
dealer). Impossible to duplicate!................. NET $3,250.00
#8246 LIBERIA 1ST ISSUE - A fabulous hoard of over 375
stamps in mixed condition on quadrilled pages from 1860
thru 1880 & 1916. There are also some loose in envelopes,
on cards, etc. including duplication of Scott #1-3, #7-9, #1315, #16-20, #157-159. Note #159 strip of 4 with 10c only
printed and shifted. One card contains 15 copies of #157.
Varieties throughout. An absolute must for the specialist in
the first issue of LIberia. Impossible to duplicate...............
.................................................................... NET $4,250.00
#8247 LIBERIA 2ND ISSUE Tremendous assortment of
over 550 stamps in mixed condition from numerous collections on pages, loose in envelopes, on cards, etc. from
1881 thru 82, 1885 & 1889. Impossible to duplicate the
many imperfs as well as perforation and color varieties. Am
absolute treasure trove for the Liberian Specialist. Includes
Scott #21, #22-23, #24-31 & #32. There are over 50 mint
#21 and over 20 used #21............................ NET $2,750.00
#6382 LIECHTENSTEIN - Remarkable collection in this
Muller album from 1913 thru 1964, The collection is mostly
mint and here are some examples of what’s included. #264
used, #1-3 mint, #54-69 mint, #74-80 mint, #82-9 mint, #91107 (less #104) mint, ##98A mint, #130 mint, NH, #238
mint, NH, #356 mint, NH, #B1-21 mint and #C1-16 mint.
Also included mint is #56a, #57a, #58a, #59a, #60a. From
1940 thru 1964 approx. 85-90% is complete and mint.
...................................................................... NET $1,750.00
#7408 LIECHTENSTEIN - Schaubek pages with mostly
mint stamps from 1912 thru 1976. Powerful collection that
includes mint #74-80, #86-9, #94-107, #111-13 (NH), #10810, #C1-6, #C15-16. Used highlights are #54-69, #82-87.
Many NH sets throughout. Virtually complete from 1953 on.
Missing about 25-30 stamps (these include #1a,-3a, #114,
#115, #131, #O1-8). A superb collection with 95% of the
stamps mint & in mounts................................NET $2,395.00
#8550 LIECHTENSTEIN- Scott album with mint stamps, in
mounts thru 1990 Remarkable collection that includes #152, #54-69, #82-89, #94-107, #238, #264, #267-68, #C1-13
& #C15-16. Mostly lightly hinged with many never hinged.
Approximately 20 used stamps throughout, but all key sets
are mint. Catalog value is well over $2,500...NET $1,650.00
#8721 LIECHTENSTEIN (2 ALBUMS) - Lindner Hingeless
albums with dustcovers that run from 1912 thru 1982 and
consist of both mint and used stamps. Outstanding collection with numerous highlights such as used #1-3, #62-69,
#O11-20, #B1-3. Mint highlights are #57a, #60a, #79-80,
#82-89, #94-107, #114, #130, #157a, #238, #247-58, #264,
#287-88, #356, #B11-13, #C1-6, #C7-8, #C9-13, #C14,
#C15-16, #O1-8 and #O9-10. A few covers and sheets also
included. Catalog value over $5,000.............NET $1,995.00
#8780 LIECHTENSTEIN - Safe Hingeless album from 1967
thru 1994 filled with used stamps and virtually complete. It
only lacks a few later 1994 stamps. All are neatly cancelled....................................................NET $395.00
#8781 LIECHTENSTEIN - COVERS - Large Safe binder
with stock pages houses a selection of first day covers from
1958 through 1971 and the balance in the 1980’s through
1992. Also included within are 12 mini sheets (mostly 8
stamps per sheet). Note #557 (sheet of 4) & #674 (sheet of
4). The early issues includes #326-328, #329-331, #332334 & #350-352............................................... NET $195.00
#8836 LIECHTENSTEIN - Scott album with dustcase. Superb mint and used collection from 1912 thru 1985. Numerous mint highlights are #1-3, #2a, #54-69, #74-80,
#82-89, #94-107, #108-10, #111-113, #114, #116-130,
#159a, #171 sheet of 4, #218 sheet of 4, #238, #264, #287288, #356, #B1-3, #B7-10, #B11-13, #C1-6, #C7-8, #C9-13,
#C14, #C15-16, #O9-10, #O11-20. Used highlights are #13, #55a, #54-69, #74-80, #164, #246, #260, #264, #287288, #356, #B1-3, #B4-6, #B7-10, #B14, #C15-16 and O8.
Many sets, singles within in both mint and used. Catalog is
over $5,000...............................................NET $2,195.00
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#8829 LUXEMBURG - Scott album pages from 1852 thru
the early 1980’s. Fine collection that includes 71 stamps
from the 19th Century. Highlights included are mint #86,
#93, #217, #272-77 (less #275), #278-279, #280-285, #315317, #329-331, #B45-59, #B67-72, #B151 & #C16-20.
Used highlights included are #1, #1a, #2, #3, #24, #25, #26,
#48-59, #69 & #B60-65. Good B.O.B. selection. Some
stamps are both mint and used and some duplication, color
varieties, etc................................................... NET $925.00
#8947 MALAWI - Scott album pages with mint, never
hinged stamps from 1964 thru 1999. Fairly complete collection with many good sets throughout. Catalog value is
approximately $1,500.......................................NET $695.00
#7053 MALTA - Minkus pages from 1860’s thru 1993. Impressive, mostly used collection from this ever popular
British area nation. Fairly complete from 1949. Sets are either mint or used with all after 1989 in mint condition. Highlights are #14 used, #18 used, #126-9 mint and #246-62
used................................................................NET $695.00
#8761 MALTA - Blank and quadrilled pages with mostly
mint stamps from 1863 thru 1999. Extensive collection with
emphasis on 19th Century and early 20th Century. Numerous highlights including #3, #3a, #3b, #3c total 10 mint, 4
used, #8-13 mint & used, #14 used, #17-18 mint, #37a in
pair with normal mint, #21-27 mint. The following are all mint
#64, #77-84, #86-93, #98-114 (less #112), #127-129, #131146 (less #135), #160-166, #167-183, #184-187, #191-205,
#204, #208-222, #246-262, #J1-10, #J6 tete beche pair,
#J11-20 & #J28a. Some of the earlier mint stamps are without gum. Also, a number of shade variations are present.
Many stamps up to the mid 1960’s are included mint and
used. Issues after the mid 1960’s are only mint. A few mint
errors are included. These are 312 with Malta doubled, 317
with big gold shift and 319 with silver omitted. Overall, a
magnificent collection from this British European nation.
Catalog value is over $5,000........................ NET $1,795.00
#9023 MANCHUKUO - Scott album pages with mint
stamps from 1934 thru 1941. Includes #59, #79-82, #83100, #121-126, #C1-4 and more. Catalog value is over
$500................................................................. NET $295.00
#7562 MARSHALL IS. (BOX) - Mint, NH stamps from 1984
thru the mid 1990’s. Mostly in original new issue envelopes
as received from the new issue supplier. Face value is over
$600.00 and may even exceed our price. Some minor duplication within.............................................. NET $625.00
#8804 MAURITIUS - Scott album pages from 1963 thru
1983 with mint stamps in mounts. Almost complete collection that includes #469-472 & #472a............... NET $295.00
#8716 MEXICO - Vario pages with Mint, NH stamps from
the 1940‘s thru the early 1980’s. Selection of stamps and
souvenir sheets. Mostly Scott identified. There are gaps
within the years. Some earlier and some later issues included. Includes #896a, #C234a. There are a few used
stamps at the end.......................................... NET $295.00
#8842 MEXICO - Scott Specialty album from 1856 thru
1975. Good collection with mint and used stamps starting
with over 140 19th Century stamps. Includes mint #754758, #774-776, #806-811, #C103-107, #C123-125 &
#RA8d.......................................................... NET $1,275.00
#8578 MONACO (5 ALBUMS) - 5 GBE (Italy) Hingeless albums with dustcovers. Extensive collection with mint
stamps from 1950 thru 1994. Virtually complete for this 45
year period. Some of the highlights include #262-73, #28387, #333, #371a-380a, #C36-39, #C44, #C53-60. Also includes most Europa stamps (from 1974 on) in singles as
well as mini sheets. A handful of used stamps scattered
throughout. ............................................... NET $1,495.00
#8607 MONACO - Schaubek album with pages from 1885
thru 1961. Superior collection with mostly mint stamps, it
contains numerous better sets and singles. Some of the
highlights include used #9, #10, #129-30 and mint #1-4, #7,
#8, #15, #20 (no gum), #27, #159, #176, #204-8 & #CB710, #209-13 & #CB11-14, #291a (perf & imperf), #295-300
& #C36-39, #B2-7, #B9-17, #B19-23, #B26-35, #B36-50,
#B51-60, #B94, #C27-29, #C41-43, #C44a, #C55-58 & #J4.
Catalog value $5,500 plus...........................NET $2,850.00
#7491 NETHERLANDS - Highly specialized collection on
Speciality album pages of numeral cancellations on #23 and
a few others. The speciality pages provide spaces for
each cancellation and the city corresponding to the number.
Almost 300 stamps included......................... NET $250.00
#8723 NETHERLANDS - Davo Hingeless album from 1864
thru 1986. Desirable collection with numerous mint and
used sets. Includes mint #97, #124-32, #179, #184, #33639, #361-64, #B25-32, #B214-18, #B219-23, #B224-28,
#B229-33, #B234-37, #B264-68, #B291-95. Some airmails
included but no postage dues or officials....NET $495.00
#8824 NETHERLANDS - Schaubek album from 1852 thru
the mid 1980’s. Extensive collection with numerous mint
and used key items. Starting with #1 used, the highlights
include used #3 (2 copies), #6, #7-12, #33, #54, #86, #90100, #104-105, #133-134, #C13-14 (#C13 with one rounded
corner) & #J29-41. Mint highlights are #101 (horizontal
crease), #226-243, #O1-8. Also note that #B25-32 cancelled on Esperanto page with 5 sided cancelations. One
of the finest collections from this country that we have ever
offered. Catalog value is well over $4,000... NET $2,175.00
#8867 NETHERLANDS -Schaubek Hingeless album with a
leather cover. Stamps are mostly mint from 1852 thru 1966.
Collection contains many choice items. Features used #33
& #105 and mint #306-318 (less #309), #320-321, #325327, #B271-305 & #C13-14. Catalog value is well over
$1,600............................................................. NET $595.00
#8170 NETHERLANDS ANTILLES - Scott album pages
with mint and used stamps in Showgard mounts from 1873
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thru 1995 with a few later. Excellent collection filled with
many complete sets. Catalog is $1,600.........NET $625.00
#8862 NEWFOUNDLAND - Printed album pages from 1866
thru 1947. Small collection of mint and used stamps. Includes pages from 1857 on plus empty printed pages for
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, P.E.I. and Br. Columbia). Excellent collection with room for expansion. Catalog value is
over $800..................................................... NET $275.00
#6753 NEW ZEALAND - Scott album from 1936 thru 2001
with a few later. Solid collection of mint, NH stamps that are
in mounts. Fairly complete from the mid 1960’s on. Includes
a small Ross Islands assortment................ NET $1,850.00
#8078 NEW ZEALAND (3 BOOKS) - Scott Specialty pages
from 1950 thru 2008 in 3 three ring binders. Stamps are
mint and in mounts. Extensive collection that is over 95%
complete for the 59 year period. There are a few gaps here
and there, mostly in the later issues. A handful of stamps
are used. Also includes 6 late prestige booklets. Does not
include any back of the book. Catalog Value is $4,055.........
.................................................................... NET $2,195.00
#8079 NEW ZEALAND B.O.B. - Scott Specialty pages
from 1899 thru 2007 in a three ring binder. Stamps are
mostly mint and in mounts. Valuable collection including
semi-postals, airmails, special deliveries, postage dues, officials, etc. Includes mint semi-postals complete except for
#B3-4, includes mini sheets, #C1-8, #J1-11, #O29, #O3337, #O38-39, #O51-53, #O56, #O61-71 and much more.
Catalog Value is over $3,800....................... NET $1,995.00
#8222 NEW ZEALAND - Stanley Gibbons album from 1874
thru 1990. Extensive collection, in mounts, that is mint and
almost complete from 1931 to 1990. Earlier issues are mint
and used. Highlights are mint #74, #77, #79-81 & #C1-5.
Used highlights are #56, #66 & #170. The perfect collection
if you are contemplating a new country or as an addition to
an existing one. Catalog value is $4,602..... NET $1,795.00
#8931 NEW ZEALAND - Printed pages and hand made
pages with stamps from the 1870’s thru the 1990’s. A collector’s collection. Many issues mint and used with some
duplication. Mint highlights includes #75, #150-155, #157159, #199-201, #229-241, #B2, #B16-17, #B59a-60a,
#B61a-62a, #B63a-64a, #B69a-70a, #C1-3, #O35-35 &
#O60. Some used included are #369, #130-139, #182 &
#B6............................................................NET $550.00
#8834 NEW ZEALAND, AUSTRALIA, AREAS - Handmade
pages with 50 covers mostly WWII censored, neatly organized and written up plus articles related. Includes about a
half dozen modern covers...............................NET $475.00
#8609 NORWAY - Facit album from the late ‘s thru 1981.
Good collection with mostly mint stamps mostly from the late
1950’s on. Includes mint #246, #B1-3 NH, #B4, #B5-8 NH,
#B9-10 NH, #B24, #B54-56 & #B59-61......... NET $295.00
#8697 NORWAY - Year sets as provided by the Norwegian
Post Office from 1999 thru 2006. Also includes 2003 thru
2006 booklets as well. Very high face value.....NET $595.00
#8815 NORWAY - Scott album from 1855 thru 2000. Outstanding collection with numerous mint and used better
items. A short listing of some of those follows. Mint #4 (no
gum), #7, #11, #32-34, #59-60, #B1-3. Used #1 (4 copies),
#2-5, #6-10, #22-34, #35-45, #59, #61, #64-66, #67-69.
Many stamps are present mint and used with numerous
color variation, particularly 19th Century issues. Strong in
semi-postals and other B.O.B. Catalog value is over
$6,000.......................................................... NET $2,995.00
#8631 ORANGE RIVER COLONY - Incredible collection on
quadrilled pages and black cards in a Springback binder,
Runs from 1900 to 1901 with mostly mint stamps. Features
SG#44, #45, #48, #51, #52 & #53 in singles, multiples (up
to panes of 60) with an enormous selection of varieties (all
identified) by settings, printings, etc. These are neatly
mounted and described on the pages. Also included are
some outstanding varieties such as Scott #44i double pane
(120) w/ varieties from 4th setting, 4th printing. #44j double
pane (120) 4th setting, 2nd printing upper and same from
lower position. The items identified by Stanley Gibbons #’s
are #150a (single in block of 6), #23, #110f, #117e var I and
stop inserted w/BPA cert and more. SG #150a, #23 & #110f
catalog 675 pounds (approx $1,000). A truly amazing assortment from this rarely offered area!......... NET $2,750.00
#7560 PALAU (BOX) - Mint, NH stamps from 1984 thru the
mid 1990’s. Mostly in original new issue envelopes as received from the new issue supplier. Face value is over
$475.00 and may even exceed our price. Some minor duplication within................................................ NET $500.00
#8825 PANAMA - Small 16 page (32 sides) Lighthouse
stockbook containing over 225 ABNCo Specimen overprints.
These are all mint, NH and organized by print number orders. Stamps include, but not limited to Scott #179,
#180, #195, #199, #202, #204-12, #278-87, #341, #342-49,
#C6A-C, #C7-9, #C21-26, #C74-79, #C80-81, #C300-321.
Since these are arranged by print order, there will be some
basic Scott number duplication. Immaculate overall condition............................................................... NET $2,150.00
#6825 PAPUA NEW GUINEA - Mint, NH stamps mounted
on Scott album pages from 1963 thru 2000 with a few later.
Dynamite collection from this ever popular Pacific Ocean
country. Fairly complete run of issues............. NET $765.00
#7204 PAPUA & NEW GUINEA - Scott album pages from
1957 thru 1988. Mint, virtually complete collection in
mounts. Missing only 9 sets for completion. Highlights are
#139-46, #153-63, #188-98 and #209-20..NET $350.00
#8802 PAPUA NEW GUINEA - Scott album pages from
1952 thru 1989. Strong collection of mint stamps in mounts
(except for a dozen or so used). Virtually all complete sets.
Does not include #136 or any back of the book issues..........
..............................................................NET $395.00

#8089 PENRHYN IS. - Scott Specialty pages from 1973
thru 2005. Stamps are mint and most are hinged. Almost
complete for the years noted. Catalog Value is $1,591......
................................................................... NET $875.00
#8924 PHILIPPINES - Homemade and printed pages filled
with homemade and printed pages. A collection featuring
a good number of mint highlights. Some are #255-258,
#260A, #265-272, #278, #280, #285-286, #289A, #301-302,
#304, #319-325, #354-360, #C18-28, #C29-35, #C36-45,
#E1, #E2, #E3, #J1-4, #NB4 and #NJ1. Many issues are
both mint and used and there is some duplication. Solid collection which provides a good base to add to..NET $695.00
#8955 POLAND - Printed and handmade pages from 1918
thru the 1980’s. Desirable mint and used collection featuring
mint #280-281, #830, #935-946, #B31 (NH), #B49-49B
(NH), #B102, #B103, #B106, #C1-9, #3K1-8 & #3K9-16.
Many sets throughout. Some stamps are both mint and
used.................................................NET $295.00
#6087 PORTUGAL - Mint, hinged stamps on Scott album
pages. Runs from 1945 thru 1958. Desirable collection including (partial list) #650-7, #662-9, #675-82, #694-701,
#717-20, #721-6, #761-95. Appears to be missing only souvenir sheets and #702-10, #747-8 for completion..........
.................................................................... NET $695.00
#6088 PORTUGAL - SOUVENIR SHEETS - Mint, hinged
stamps on Scott album pages. Runs from 1940 to 1949. Includes all of the following: #586a, #602a, #614a, #594a,
#637a, #641a, #649a, #657a, #661a, #667a, #670a, #674a,
#682a and #701a.. ........................................ NET $895.00
#8928 PORTUGAL - Printed and homemade pages from
the 1850’s thru 1980. Excellent mint and used collection
with many stamps collected both ways. Some duplication
throughout. Mint includes #437-452, #595-602, #605-614,
#662-669 & #784-791. Used includes #26, #27, #29, #30,
#31 and #33 (usual condition for these 19th Century issues). Also includes some Portuguese Col.. NET $595.00
#8806 ROMANIA-SERBIA-BOSNIA (COVERS) - A most
interesting collection of 20+ covers as a two party correspondence between a Mr. Hans Gross (in Europe) and a
Miss Gertrude Thurber over a 4 year span. Also including
Miss Thurber’s last letter postmarked Feb. 28, 1917....
..............................................................NET $395.00
#7346 RUSSIA - Mint Sheets of #2441, #2445, #2446 (3),
#2447 (3) & #2448 (2). Scott catalog value is $3,375. Offered at less than 15% of Scott..................... NET $495.00
#8201 RUSSIA - Russian album (printed in Russia) from
1941 thru 1957. Very extensive and almost complete (probably 95%) for the time period. The sets are used and the
souvenir sheets are mint, Includes the following souvenir
sheets #1080a-1082a, #1325, #1747a&b and #1757a. Catalog value is over $2,500.......................... NET $1,295.00
#8223 RUSSIA - Scott album pages from 1865 thru 1959.
Fantastic collection with many complete sets. Issues from
the late 1930’s on are almost complete. The stamps are mint
and used and in mounts. There are very few souvenir
sheets. Some of the highlights are used #559-668, #603a,
#666-77, #1261-64, 3C12-13, #C26-28, #C37-39, #C53-57.
Mint highlights are #246-49, #265-68, #304-25, #330-35,
#336-38, #411-12, #794-810, #878-85, #1029-31,
#1104-20, #1132-46, #1265-67, #1352, #1359-63, #136465, #1394-99, #1427-28, #1474-76, #1515-17, #1550-51,
#1596-97, #1624-27, #1643-44, #1676-77, #2021, #C10-11.
Also includes a selection of Offices in China and Offices in
the Turkish Empire. Catalog value is between $4,000$4,500......................................................... NET $2,250.00
#8885 ST. HELENA - Palo pages from 1863 thru 1965. Mint
and used stamps throughout. Highlights are #44-46, #69,
#71-74, #79-90, #95-97 & #118-127. Catalog value is over
$800................................................................. NET $395.00
#8098 ST. VINCENT GRENADINES - Scott pages from
1973 thru 1985 in a two-post binder. Stamps are mint and
in mounts. Catalog Value is $102...................... NET $50.00
#6433 SAN MARINO - Scott album from 1877 thru 1981
with a few later. An excellent collection that features mint
#1-9, #11-4, #25, #29-31, #84-8, #90-2, #278-93, #336-44,
#490, #B3-11, #B15-7, #B25 sheet of 8, #C1-2 and #C177.
Used includes #10, #17 and #27. Virtually complete mint
from mid 1950’s...........................................NET $1,495.00
#7168 SAN MARINO - Minkus album from 1877 thru 1974.
Excellent mint collection with the following highlights, #2931, #78-9, #83, #84-8, #90-2, #108-10, #111-4, #181-4. Also
included is a faulty #17 (CV $1,000). Owner’s catalog value
was $3,000 and taken from an older Scott. Current prices
are higher................................................... NET $1,150.00
#8542 SAN MARINO - Black stock pages with mint stamps
from 1903 thru 1978. Fine collection that includes #53, #5858, #62, #69, #73-74, #76, #77-79, #84-88, #90-92, #13438, #159-60, #169-77, #490, #B15-17, #C19-20, #E1, #J1-5,
#J10-14, #Q16-32, #Q35 & #Q40. Catalog value is $2,000..
........................................................................ NET $750.00
#8822 SCANDINAVIA - Scott album thru the mid 1960’s.
Nice collection with hundreds of mostly used better stamps
throughout. Includes Denmark #1 used, Iceland #23, #3444, #157 & #B5 (NH w/ crease), #C1, #C2 all mint and Iceland #91, #92-95 used................................. NET $425.00
#8812 SINGAPORE - Scott album pages with mostly mint
stamps from 1948 thru 1992. Almost complete collection for
the years noted. Used highlights are #1-20. Mint highlights
are #22, #28-42, #62-69, #101-106, #107-111, #115a,
#141a, #142-143, #144-149 & #166a............. NET $845.00
#8104 SOLOMON IS. - Scott Specialty pages from 1946
thru 2006 in a three ring binder. Stamps are mint and in
mounts. Extensive collection lacking just a handful of item
for completion. Catalog Value is $2,476.... NET $1,450.00
#5814 SOUTH AFRICA - Extensive collection with duplica-
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tion. Much early bilingual pairs and singles. Mounted on
Minkus album pages from 1913 thru the early 1970’s. Highlights are #72-3 S/S, #C4, #C5-6, #B1-4 and #B9-11. Many
stamps are present mint and used. Unchecked for varieties,
etc. Later stamps are mostly used...................NET $495.00
#6348 SOUTH AFRICA - Scott album pages with mint and
used stamps from 1910 thru the 1970’s. Potent collection
from this African nation. Includes #2-16 either mint or used,
#17-20 mint, #68-71 mint, #B1-11 mint and #C1-6 mint.
Also, includes a good variety of se-tenants from the 1920’s
thru the 1950’s. Back of the book also represented. A number of issues include duplicates.................. NET $895.00
#7514 SOUTH AMERICAN - FLIGHT COVERS - Collection of 42 mostly South -Central American Flights. From the
late 1920’s thru the early 1930’s. Originating in Canal Zone
(13),Panama (5), Puerto Rico (16),Jamaica (1), British
Guiana (1), Haiti (1), Surinam (1), Dominican Republic (2),
Cuba (1) and U.S. (1). Some with light foxing..NET $675.00
#5815 SOUTH ARABIA & STATES, ADEN STATES - Interesting collection from this popular area. Mint and used
stamps from 1963 thru 1967 such as #3-16 mint, AdenSeiyun 31-11 mint, #14-5 mint, #29-38 mint, Aden Shihr #111 mint, #14-5 mint as well as a group of non-Scott issues.
This collection is mounted on Minkus album pages.
........................................................................ NET $250.00
#8675 SPAIN (2 ALBUMS) - Solid collection with mostly
mint, very few used housed in 2 Minkus albums with dustcovers from the 1850’s thru 2007. From 1956-2007 the collection appears to be complete. Prior to 1956, there are a
good number of stamps, most notably #446, #585c, #78185, #815-35 & #C100-16. Also included are #877a-78a &
#983a-86a................................................... NET $1,295.00
#8903 SPAIN (4 BINDERS) - Quadrilled pages loaded with
stamps from the 1940’s thru the early 1980’s. Well organized collection that has virtually all issues are mint and used.
One notable exception is #877a-878a only mint. Note the
following highlights #771, #781-785, #787-791, #793-794,
#795-797, #798-800, #829, #839-841, #844-847, #853-855,
#857-862, #877a-878a, #931-936, #C117, #C118, #C119,
#C120, #C122, #C132-136, #C138, #C139-143, #C146,
#C158, #C163-166. Other B.O.B. stamps included..............
..................................................................NET $650.00
#7347 SWEDEN (2 VOLUMES) - Strong collection from
1855 thru 1983 on Scott pages (in mounts) cut down to fit
inside plastic sleeves thru 1944 including semi-postals, air
mails, postage dues and officials. Lighthouse hingeless
pages from 1945 on. Mostly used to the late 1930’s then
mint. Used highlights include #2, #12, #17-27 (less #21),
#50-1, #161, #164-6, #201, #203-8, #248-62, #B22-31,
#B32-6, #C1-3, #C8c, #J11, #O1-11 (less #O5), #O12-25.
Mint highlights are #316-8, #319-21, #322a, #326-8, #592,
#J3 & #J4. Mixed mint/used #J12-22. Included are many
booklet pairs (post 1944) as well as booklet panes. Probably 85-90% complete after 1960. Beautifully organized and
well kept in 2 Lighthouse springback binders with dustcovers................................................................ NET $1,495.00
#7358 SWEDEN -Vintage Reproduction Pages with mostly
mint, hinged stamps from 1858 thru the 1930’s. Mint highlights are #17, #19, #28, #30, #65, #94, #229, #248-52 and
#B1-10. Also included is used #27. Catalog value is over
$2,000....................................................NET $895.00
#7359 SWEDEN - Scott album pages from 1918 thru 1956.
Strong mint collection (less than 2 dozen are used) from this
popular Northern European nation. Highlights include used
#165 and mint #167-88 (#179 used), #229, #230-35, #23947, #248-62, #263 line pairs, #B1-10, #B11, #B12-31, #C13, #C5, #C8c, #O16 & #O23. Fairly complete for the time
period listed................................................... NET $795.00
#8129 SWEDEN - Scott pages thru 1971. Nice collection
with some mint and used duplication. Reasonably complete
from 1940 on.................................................... NET $350.00
#8613 SWEDEN - Facit album and pages from 1855 thru
1963. Stamps are used except for a very few mint. Desirable collection from this popular country. Includes the following used highlights: #50-51, #66, #194-96, #197-205,
#207, #213-17, #219, #221-22, #248-62, #479-83, #B22-31,
#B32-36 & #C1-3............................................ NET $395.00
#8614 SWEDEN (2 BOOKS) - Facit album and stockbook
from the early 1900’s thru 1969. All stamps are mint and in
mounts. Fine assortment of sets throughout the collection
plus a stockbook with additional singles and multiples. Includes a singles of each #210 & #225. Excellent lot for the
Swedish Specialist.......................................... NET $450.00
#8616 SWEDEN - Lindner hingeless album from 1855 thru
1942. Terrific mint and used collection that includes used
#66, #197-209, #213-26 and mint #194-96, #239-47, #248262 plus much more........................................ NET $695.00
#8703 SWEDEN - Black stockpages in a binder with what
appears to be all mint, never hinged stamps from the 1960’s
thru the 1980’s. Small collection of several hundred stamps
including high denominations, booklets, etc. Also includes
a cover autographed by Slania, perhaps the world’s greatest
philatelic engraver........................................ NET $275.00
#8737 SWEDEN - Director General Presentation Booklet.
A mint, never hinged collection from 1903 thru 1936 that includes #66, #194-196, #197-212, #213-228, #232-235,
#242-247, #251-262 and more. Not all stamps from these
years included!. Catalog value is over $4,000...................
................................................................. NET $2,750.00
#8821 SWEDEN - Scott album from 1855 thru the mid
1990’s. Extensive collection with mint and used stamps.
Much of the value is in the 19th Century issues. There are
color varieties throughout as well as duplication. Many issues were collected both mint and used. Highlights for used
are #4 (2 color variations), #66, #B-10, #J19, #O12-25. Mint
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highlights are #239-247, #248-262, #C1-3. A fabulous
starter collection for this country or to add an already existing one.......................................................... NET $2,250.00
#8855 SWEDEN - Scott Specialty album from 1855 thru
2001. Powerful collection with issues to 1940, almost all
used, 1941 thru 1976 mint or used and 1977 to the end are
mint (and almost complete for the last 34 years.) Used highlights are 32, #14, #17-27, #66, #132-134, #145-163, #164166, #194-196, #197-209, #212, #213-224, #228, #B12-20,
#J10-11, #O2 & #O12-25. Stamps are in mounts...........
....................................................................... NET $995.00
#6341 SWITZERLAND - AIRMAILS, POSTAGE DUES Nice assortment if airmails as well as dues. Mostly used on
Scott pages from 1878 thru 1973. Includes duplication and
extras for cancellations, etc.......................... NET $325.00
#6595 SWITZERLAND - From the 1930’s to the 1960’s.
Small used dealer’s stock on black stock pages. Includes
57 various officials (League of Nations, Education, Health,
etc.) overprints. also includes #185, #210-5 (2), #297, #299,
3C5 (5), #C6 (3), #C7 (3), #C11, #C13 92), #C14 (4) and
#C43 plus a nice assortment of 1950’s semi postals. High
catalog value.............................................. NET $395.00
#8549 SWITZERLAND - Scott album with both mint and
used stamps in mounts from 1850 thru 1965. Strong collection including mint #185, #293-305, #B2-3, #B4-6 (mint
or used), #B80 (also a used copy), #B105, #B130-32,
#B144, #B178, #C1, #C3-12, #C13-15 & #O37-47. Used
includes #B5-7, #3O1-22 as well as some nice 19th Century
stamps. Catalog is well over $3,500.........NET $1,795.00
#8566 SWITZERLAND - Lighthouse binder with handmade
pages and a dustcover. Pages from 1905 thru 1992. Fine
collection with mint and used stamps that is strong in semi
postals and airmails plus a solid representation of regular &
commemorative issues. Highlights include used #256-67,
#B1-6 and mint #376-77, #B7-10. Does not include #293305, officials & postage dues.....................NET $595.00
#8774 SWITZERLAND - Schaubek album from 1900 thru
the mid 1970’s. Excellent collection from this most popular
European nation. Has both mint and used and some of the
mint highlights are #376-377, #B2-3, #B4-6, #B7-9, #B1011, #B116, #B119, #B130, #B131, #B132, #B144, #B178,
#C13-14 #C43-44. Used highlights are #C2, #C27-34 &
#O19-36. Fairly complete from the mid 1930’s on. Scott
numbers are noted in pencil with just a few in pen...............
.............................................................NET $595.00
#8835 SWITZERLAND - Scott album with quadrilled pages
and a dustcover. Stamps are mostly used from 1854 thru
1965. Wonderful collection with excellent 19th & early 20th
Century representation. Note, many varieties (color & perforation) with duplication. Some highlights include (all
used): #239-305, #B2-3, #B4-6, #B7-9, #B10-11, #12-14,
#132 & #B144. Also airmails, postage dues, franchise &
more. A true collector’s collection with room for expansion.
.................................................................... NET $1,095.00
#8838 SWITZERLAND - Scott album with mostly mint
stamps from 1881 thru the mid 1960’s. Nice selection of
19th Century to early 20th Century. Includes many varieties.
Also included are many tete-beche and booklet panes
(1920’s-1930’s) plus booklet covers. Includes Used #148a
and mint #152a, #206, #209, #244-246, #256-267 (in strips
of 3), #376-377, #B2-3, #B4-6, #B7-9, #B10-11, #B116,
#B119, #B130, #B131, #B132, #B144, #B178, #B206, #C12 & #C3-12. No other B.O.B. Many stamps are in
mounts......................................................... NET $2,150.00
plete. Souvenir sheets mostly from 1960 on....NET $425.00
#8933 SWITZERLAND - Scott and handmade pages with
mint and used stamps from 1854 thru the 1990’s. Classic
collection with much 19th Century. Includes mint #182,
#376-377 (2), #B4-6, #B297 & #C13-14. Also includes used
#20, #23, #29, #303, #304, #305, #352a, #B3, #B4-6, #B1011, #B12-14, #B18-20, #B21-024 & #B80. There is duplication although not excessive............................ NET $695.00
#9001 TRIPOLITANIA - Scott pages thru 1941. Nice collection that includes mint #1-4, #5-10, #B51-53, #C16-20,
#C21-26, #C43-48, #CB1-6. Some of the stamps included
are listed under Libya in Scott. Catalog value is $1,100.
.....................................................NET $450.00
#6864 TUVALU - Virtually complete collection from 1976
thru 2000 in a Scott album. Topicals Galore!! All stamps
are mint, NH and in mounts.......................... NET $995.00
#8120 TUVALU (2 BOOKS) - Scott Specialty pages from
1976 thru 2008 in 2 three ring binders. Stamps are mint and
in mounts. Virtually complete collection lacking less than a
handful of stamps. Loaded with topicals. Catalog Value is
$3,111.......................................................... NET $1,750.00
#8756 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES - Scott pages with mint
stamps in mounts from 1973 thru 1984. Starting with #13,
this collection is only lacking #51-58, #68, #91-104, #105106, #133, #142-157, #171-174, #175-178 & #183-186.
Catalog value is over $650............................. NET $395.00
#6831 VANUATU - Scott album pages from 1980 thru 2000
with a few later. Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts. Only
a handful of sets are missing to make this a complete 21
year collection. Fantastic variety of topicals...NET $750.00
#5273 VATICAN - Neatly mounted on Scott album pages.
Mint collection from 1929 thru 1957. Complete except for
#35-40. Includes semi-postals, airmails, postage dues and
parcel post...................................................... NET $695.00
#7294 VATICAN CITY (2 BOOKS) - Almost complete,mint
collection in 2 White Ace albums from 1929 thru 1978. Includes #1-13, #E1-2, #19-34, #E3-4, #47-54, #55-60, #617, #155a, #B1-4, #C18-9, #C20-1, #C22 (only used stamp)
and #C23. Stamps and S/S are in mounts although the earlier issues are hinged. Does not include #35-40 or #C16-7.
......................................................................... NET $695.00

#8617 VATICAN - Marini hingeless album from 1938 thru
1986 with mint, NH stamps. Fairly complete collection for
the time period. Lacking #1-13 + E’s, #15-34 + E’s, #35-40,
#41-46, #47-54, #55-60, #61-67, #155a, #B1-4, #C16-23,
#J1-6 & #Q1-15. Includes #14, #122-31 + E’s & #803-5
sheets of 8.................................................... NET $325.00
#8695 VATICAN (2 ALBUMS) - 2 White Ace albums from
1929 thru 1979 with mint stamps in mounts. Classic collection starting with #1-13, #E1-2 and including #29, #35,
#155a, #C18-19, #J1-6 and #Q1-15. Fairly complete from
1942 to 1979. Does not include #C17, #C20-21 & #C2223..................................................................... NET $395.00
#8696 VATICAN (2 ALBUMS) - 2 books with mint, NH
stamps from the 1930’s thru the 2000’s. Book one is on
White Ace pages and goes to 1971 and is strong from 1954
thru 1971. Scattered sets prior including mint, NH #61-67,
#155a & #Q1-15. Book two starts at 1972 and is sporatic
with skips of years. The stamps in this book are on Vario
pages or on small cards in Vario pages.....NET $595.00
#8643 VATICAN CITY - Minkus album from 1929 thru 1959
with used stamps. Complete except for #31, #34, #35-40,
#B3, #C17, #C20-21 & #J1-6. Catalog value is over
$1,000.............................................................. NET $375.00
#8750 VATICAN CITY - Schaubek album pages with mint
and used stamps, mostly in mounts from 1929 thru 1984.
Outstanding collection featuring many choice sets. Highlights are mint #47-54, #61-67, #155a, #C16-17, #C18-19
(NH), #C22-23 (NH), #J1-6, #Q1-15 and used #1-13, E1-2,
#19-34 (#34 mint), #41-46, #47-54, #55-60, #B1-4, #C2021. Catalog value is over $2,500..............NET $1,095.00
#7390 YEMEN, YEMEN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC - Mint
stamps from 1929 thru 1965 housed in a Yemen album published by Middle East Stamps. Mostly never hinged collection including most issues prior to1960. Includes 58
souvenir sheets as well as Michel #s 1-3, 4-9, 10-20, 21-6
and much more. Many topical issues throughout. A handful
of used stamps prior to 1960 are included. Very high catalog value.......................................................... NET $995.00
#5840 YUGOSLAVIA - Reasonably comprehensive collection from 1918 thru the early 1960’s. Many issues represented mint and used and mounted on Minkus album
pages............................................................. NET $325.00
UNITED NATIONS
#8683 UNITED NATIONS - NEW YORK - Scott album from
1951 thru 2007. All mint and virtually complete, including all
souvenir sheets. Also includes Endangered Species in full
sheets of 16 and 1989-93 Human Rights sheets. Does not
include personalized sheets, stamps, booklets, booklet singles and stationery.........................................NET $795.00
#8684 UNITED NATIONS - GENEVA - Scott album pages
from 1969 thru 2007. All mint and virtually complete, including all souvenir sheets. Also includes Endangered Species
in full sheets of 16 and 1989-93 Human Rights sheets.
Does not include personalized sheets, booklets, booklet singles and stationery........................................ NET $595.00
#8685 UNITED NATIONS - VIENNA - Scott album pages
from 1979 thru 2007. All mint and virtually complete, including all souvenir sheets. Also includes Endangered Species
in full sheets of 16 and 1989-93 Human Rights sheets.
Does not include personalized sheets, booklets, booklet singles and stationery..................................... NET $595.00
UNITED STATES
#7046 UNITED STATES - #734 KOSCIUSZKO FDC’S (2
BINDERS) - 121 Covers comprise this collection. Housed
in 2 binders with dustcases. This issue is from 1933. Included are 14 with Pittsburgh cancels. Many cachet makers
included such as Roessler, Fairway, Stoutzenberg, Long,
Linprint, Rice, Gundel (#734-17) autographed by Gundel
and more. 4 with rubber stamp cachets without printed cachets. 2 DC cancels included. Probably all different considering the cachet and the cancellation. Includes listing of
the various cachets.................................... NET $1,995.00
#7400 UNITED STATES - 2 VOLUMES - Scott albums with
mint stamps from 1893 thru 1998. Spectacular collection in
mounts (99+% NH) and virtually complete from the 1930’s
to the end. #756-65 is not included. Earlier stamps that are
included are #230-3, #285-6, #295, #296 (LH), #314, #320,
#332a (H), #329-30, #368, #373, #548-50. Most of these
are well centered. Also includes #C4, #C18, #C77, #J77,
#J79-87, #QE1-4, #RW54-64. Over 100 booklets, most are
self adhesive or booklet panes included. Other than the
RW’s, stamps up to $14 face value are here. Does not include #2870 and #3138........................NET $2,995.00
#7501 UNITED STATES - Quadrilled pages with mint
stamps in mounts from 1893 thru 1952. Small collection
consisting mostly of blocks of 4 with some singles. Includes
singles #288, #297, #298, #299, #325, #326, #327, #330
and #C1-6. Blocks included are #230, #231, #285, #286,
#294, #295, #323, #324, #398, #614-6, #617-9, #620-21,
#647-8, #704-15, #C7-12, #C18 (top 2 stamps with perf
faults), #C20-22, #C25-31. There are many never hinged
stamps throughout. Catalog value is over $4,000..............
................................................................. NET $1,395.00
#7519 UNITED STATES (2 BOOKS) - Lighthouse albums
with dustcovers with mint and used stamps thru 1986. Well
kept collection that includes used #73, #400A, #524, #547,
#C1 (oxidized), #C3 and #K2. Mint highlights are #119 (w/
cert - small thin), #237, #668, #730-31, #750-51, #803-34
and #1053. Also includes a number of used Washington
Franklins. Excellent overall condition with room for expansion........................................................ NET $1,395.00
#8574 UNITED STATES - Minkus All American album form
1851 thru 1969. Classic, mostly used collection that includes used #9, #11, #12, #17, #30A, #35, #37, #68, #69,
#71, #78, #98, #165, #217, #239-40, #285-90, #294-99,
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#397-404, #460, #524, #547 & #C18. Also, a good number
of 19th Century Banknotes stamps as well as 20th Century
Washington-Franklins. Mint includes #238 no gum & #65868. Some faulty stamps throughout, but not figured. Catalog value is over $6,000............................. NET $1,195.00
#8622 UNITED STATES - Scott National album with mint
stamps in mounts from 1926 thru 1976. Highlights include
#658-679, #656 line pair, #692-701, #803-34, #839-51 line
pairs, #C1-6, #C18, #E3 & #E7. Appears to be complete for
the time period and never hinged. Only lacking #C13-15,
#E1-2, #E4-6, #E8-13. There are no postage dues or other
B.O.B. (pages included, except for postage dues)................
................................................................... NET $1,795.00
#8713 UNITED STATES - Minkus pages with mint, NH commemorative stamps from 1893 thru 1944. Small, but select
collection of clean and fresh stamps. Includes #230, #231,
#232, #285, #286, #294, #295, #323, #324, #328, #329,
#368, #373, #397, #398, #399, #548-50, #614-16, #617-19,
#630 (White Plains S/S). Also included are Farley Parks position pairs. Appears to be complete from 1924 - 1944. Catalog is over $2,000..........................................NET $995.00
#8778 U.S. - WWII Censored Solomon Is. Covers - Excellent selection of 85 U.S. WWII Censored covers from the
Solomon Islands - mostly APO 709. Also, includes 5 foreign
covers from the same area, somewhat mixed condition. Offered exactly as received.............................. NET $325.00
#8814 UNITED STATES - Scott National album with mostly
mint stamps from 1870 thru 1981. There are a few used in
the beginning that are regular issues. Mint includes #230237, #285-290, #294-299, #323-327, #328-330, #541, #571573, #581-591, #834, #839-51 line pairs, #1053, #C1-6 &
#C18. From the 1920’s to 1981 virtually complete. There
are no pages or stamps for special delivery issues. Also,
some 1922-25 issues are rotary and not flat plate and figured accordingly. Catalog value is well over $3,000..........
..................................................................... NET $1,395.00
#8827 UNITED STATES - Collection of Mint, NH Plate
Blocks of #803-834 Presidential Series, #859-893 Famous
Americans Series & #909-921 Over Nations Series. Brookman catalog value is $1,177.......................... NET $550.00
#8859 UNITED STATES - Maco pages and a few White
Ace pages in a 3 ring binder with mint and used stamps thru
1940. The commemoratives go to 1940 and the Airmails to
1954. Includes used #C1-6, #C18, #230-238, #285-290,
#294-299, #323-327, #328-330, #397-404. Mint highlights
are #630 (LH in selvage), #666, #730-731, #735 & #750751.............................................................. NET $525.00
#8860 UNITED STATES - Scott America album thru 1966.
Has mostly mint stamps with a few used throughout. The
following are mint #551-570, #614-621, #692-701, #730731, #735, #750-751, Parks horizontal & vertical gutter or
line pairs, #803-834, #1053 & more. B.O.B. is somewhat
weak. Good collection with room to expand.....NET $525.00
#8884 UNITED STATES - Minkus pages in a springback
binder from 1882 thru 1964. Excellent, mint condition in
mounts. Many notable stamps. Included are #219D,#230232, #300-304, #397-398, #517, #548-550, #556, #557,
#558, #614-619, #622-623, #656 line pair, #692-701, #730731, #750-751, #803-834, #1053, #C4, #E3, #E12, #13 &
#QE1-4. This listing is only part of the better items throughout.................................................................. NET $795.00
#8891 UNITED STATES - Harris Liberty album thru 1990.
Solid mint and used collection with numerous highlights.
Used #68, #73, #117, Banknotes to the 90¢, #262 (CV
$1,250), #263 (CV $2,750), #342, #479, #780, #Q7-12. Mint
includes #230, #231, #294, #295, #328-330, #579, #658668 (less #661, #666), #669-679, #730-731, #750-751,
#803-834, #C18. Up to 1920 is mostly used. After 1920 is
mint. Some 19th and early 20th century stamps are faulty
and are included but not figured. Also, note some rotary
press and flat plate definitives are mounted incorrect
spaces. Overall a really nice collection. Catalog value is
over $6,500............................................... NET $2,250.00
#8894 UNITED STATES - Scott National Hingeless thru
1975. Fine mint and used collection featuring used #17,
#69, #240, #291, #312, #460, #E1-2. Mint includes #183,
#230-239, #285-290, #294-297, #394 pair, #630 sheet,
#692-701, #803-834, #839-851 line pairs, #1053, #C1-6,
#C18. Mixed condition on 19th century stamps. Binder
party separated. Catalog value is $5,000....NET $1,650.00
#8897 UNITED STATES - Schaubek Hingeless album from
1847 thru 194. One of the finest U.S. collections we have
offered. Prior to 1920 the stamps are mostly used. After
1920 mint and reasonably complete. The collector was relatively particular as most of the stamps are F-VF and better.
Some used 19th century issues have faults (notably #1, #12,
#72 & #122). These are included in the catalog value but
figured according to condition. Also note that some stamps
are not in the correct spaces. Highlights! There are many.
Notably used #14, #17, #35, #36, #38, #69, #70, #711, #77,
#78, #117, #241, #242 & #369. Mint hinged highlights are
#73 (regum), #210, #214, #225, #234, #239, #330, #400,
#500, #523 (SE), #57, #C1 & #C3. Mint, never hinged highlights are #232, #294-299, #336-339, #392-396, #420, #465,
#466, #468, #469, #470, #471, #472, #517, #518, #524,
#547, #581-591, #599A, #630 sheet, #666, #679, #692-701,
#C2, #C4-6 & #C18. There are also some B.O.B. including
E’s, J’s & Q’s. Catalog value is over $20,000...................
.................................................................NET $7,250.00
#8936 UNITED STATES - Scott Minuteman album from the
1850’s thru 1922. Fine collection with much value to the
early 1900’s. Includes both mint and used and some highlights are mint #63 (2), #65, #189, #206, #214, #216, #238,
#239, #240, #241 (thin), #290, #294-299, #300-306, #323327, #328-330 and #803-834. Used highlights are #7, #9,
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#13, #24, #76, #77, #78, #112, #113, #117, #121 & #291.
Somewhat mixed condition on the earlier 19th Century
stamps. Over $7,000................................. NET $1,950.00
#8965 UNITED STATES COLORANO FDC’S (29 BOOKS)
- Virtually complete collection from 1987 thru 2012 housed
in 29 beautiful binders (we did not check if every issue is
here, but it appears virtually complete). Included, of course,
are high values, such as $5 stamps, priority mail and express mail. Does not include duck hunting issues. There
are a total of 3,380 covers in this collection. The binders
cost over $1,000. A number of se-tenant issues are here in
single and se-tenant format. Al note that there are PNC
strips included. All covers are regular size, non oversized.
Our price is far less than the original cost of these covers.
.................................................................. NET $3,495.00
#8997 UNITED STATES - Lighthouse Hingeless album thru
the 1980’s. Stamps are mint, many, if not most are never
hinged. Starts with #223 and also includes #271, #272,
#373, #314, #320, #337, #433 pl. # singles, #516, #518,
#536, #578, #579, #692-701, #803-834, #1030-1053, #C16, #C18, #E7, #E13 & #J66 (3 copies, all NH). Many others
stamps included within. Catalog value is over $3,000.
................................................................NET $1,195.00
#8998 UNITED STATES - Lighthouse Hingeless album thru
1989. Fine, mint collection with many never hinged stamps
throughout. Some of the better items include #230. #231,
#232, #233, #285, #286, #287, #288, #294-299 (#298 has
faded “x” on face), #328-330, #369, #548-550, #614-616,
#617-619, #658-679. Fairly complete after 1919. Catalog
value is $2,750........................................... NET $1,095.00
#9006 UNITED STATES DUCK HUNTING - Complete
RW1-66 & RW65A & RW66A mint, NH, except RW2 which
is regummed with a lite crease, RW3 LH & RW4 sweated
gum. The years run from 1934 thru 1999. Catalog value is
$5,975......................................................... NET $2,250.00
#9007 UNITED STATES - Scott National album thru 1966.
Old time collection that is mostly mint with many better item
throughout. Includes mint #235, #236, #280, #282, #310
foxing),
#668,
#672-677,
#730-731,
(some
#750-751(2), #803-833, #E1 & #E3. Used highlights are
#238, #240, #291, #294-299, #311, #397A-400, #E4 & #Q111. Also included are #RW1-29 mint hinged ducks. #RW2
without gum and vertical crease. catalog values is well over
$5,000. ....................................................NET $1,750.00
#9017 UNITED STATES - Kabe hingeless album with mint
stamps thru 1946. Extensive collection with numerous well
centered, higher value stamps. A listing follows, however,
one important note, the majority of these stamps have either
redistributed gum, sweated gum, regummed, etc. A number
of the coils are “suspect” and are figured accordingly. The
collection includes definitives and commemorative only, no
airmails or other back of the book issues. Some of the highlights are #244 (first stamp in the book), #261A, #287-292,
#294-299, #369, #334-342, #379-382, #357, #358, #399404A, #401-404, #414-423, #424-439, #462-479 (no #467),
#478, #479, #480, #523, #524, #547, #570-573. Coils include pairs #349, #351, #352, #353 & #354. Line pairs includes #348, #350, #395, #396, #385, #387, #391 & #447.
Also included is #630 with bottom piece of selvage reinforced. The #658-679 Kansas-Nebraska set is usually well
centered with most NH, OG. The catalog value is for hinged
stamps. Catalog value is over $30,000.... NET $8,250.00
#9014 UNITED STATES - Scott National album from 1898
thru 1975 with mint stamps. A bulging album chock full of
blocks. Includes #285, #294, #295, #328-329, #335, #345,
#414, #417, #426, #428, #614-616, #617-617 & #803-834.
Also includes some plate blocks such as #756-765 & #771.
There are also some coil pairs throughout but no souvenir
sheets. Airmails include #C7-9, #C12 & #C24...................
..................................................NET $1,250.00
#9015 UNITED STATES - Scott National album from the
1850’s thru 1958. Solid collection with most prior to 1930
used and mostly mint thereafter. Includes mint #236, #658679 (less #666) & #C1-6. Used #113, #190, #214, #228,
#229, #238, #291, #547, E2, E3 & #JQ1-5. Also includes
mint #RI1-13, potato tax stamps,ps. Includes some other
Back of book like revenues and cut squares.................
....................................................................... NET $595.00
#9016 UNITED STATES - Harris Liberty album with mint
stamps in mounts from 1903 thru 1980. Choice collection
with many never hinged stamps such as #314, #320, #548550, #551-573 (#556, #563, #566 & #568 are LH), #578,
#579, #581-591 (#584 is LH), #622-623, #658-679 (all are
Fine or better, none average), #692-701, #803-834, #839851 LINE PAIRS, #1053. Hinged includes #323-326, #328330, #369, #540, #541, #547, #630 & #656 line pair. There
is a gap in the early 20th Century, approximately 1910-1920
pages missing. No back of the book included. Catalog
value is $4,500+........................................ NET $2,495.00
#9030 UNITED STATES - Minkus album with mint and
used stamps thru 1969. Superlative collection filled with numerous highlights. Included are mint , regular issue #65,
#179 (regum), #374-382, #407, #424-438, #524, #581-591,
#578-579, #658-668, #669-679, #834, #839-851 line pairs,
#1053. Mint commems and airmails included are #288-290,
#330, #369, #400, #400A, #630, #C10a, #C18, #E10 &
#J66-67. Used regular issues included are #9, #15, #35,
#70a, #72, #77, #112, #215-218, #261. Used commems
are #230-239, #344 (color somewhat faded), #C1-6, #E4,
#JQ1-5 & #Q1-12. Also included is a good selection of banknote issues, Washington-Franklins, coils, etc. Condition
varies with early issues, average/fine to F/VF. Some stamps
mounted in incorrect spaces.
Catalog value is over
$10,000. ..................................................... NET $3,495.00
#9041 UNITED STATES - DUCK FDC’S - Collection of 25

different Fleetwood cacheted covers. Includes 1985, 19872007, 2009-2011. First 22 are in special albums and the last
3 are just the covers. Face value is $352........................
.............................................................NET $325.00
TOPICAL COLLECTIONS
#6470 TOPICAL - THE MARMALADE COLLECTION - A
most unusual collection of stamps and covers relating to orange (the color) and other fruits that have a pulpy consistency. Includes 5 postal cards from Orange River Colony
(one used). Well organized and described collection. Award
Winner!!............................................
NET $695.00
#6542 TOPICAL - TEST & FIRST FLIGHT COVERS - 21
covers from the 1940’s sent to various South and Central
American destinations with stamps from those countries
added, cancelled and returned to the U.S. Also, 9 covers
sent from Basrah, Iraq to various Worldwide destinations in
1949........................................................... NET $595.00
#7246 TOPICAL - PROOFS & SPECIMENS - Stockbook
with a mint collection of 288 blocks of 4 (or 6) plus some singles. Countries included are: Venezuela, Uruguay, Peru,
Nicaragua, Guatemala, Cuba, Costa Rica, Panama, Liberia
(revenues), Belgian Congo. Highlights included are
Panama #220-31 blocks as well as green proof blocks, Belgian Congo #187-206 and #207-225 specimen blocks plus
imperf proof blocks and Honduras Lincoln issue imperf
specimen blocks of 6 and more.................... NET $4,500.00
#7515 TOPICAL - EUROPA - Lighthouse quadrilled pages
in a Lighthouse binder and dustcover. 99% complete with
mint stamps from 1974 thru 1993. All are exquisitely
arranged and mounted in mounts by years. Collection includes over 1,400 stamps......................... NET $795.00
#8213 TOPICAL - UPU - 1949 UPU mint, NH with some foxing in Presentation Book. ......................... NET $325.00
#8559 TOPICAL - OLYMPICS - Black stock pages with mint
stamps from 1960 thru 1964. Extensive collection includes
Honduras 1964 Lincoln S/S overprinted, Yemen 1960 imperf
& S/S, Hungary 1964 imperf S/S and Albania 1964 - 4 S/S,
2 perf and 2 imperfs. Also includes many other sets and
souvenir sets................................................. NET $225.00
#8629 TOPICAL - FAUNA - BIRDS, MARINE LIFE, ANIMALS & BUTTERFLIES - Small Lindner 16 pages stock
book with stamps from the 1960’s thru the 1980’s. Collection has many mint sets of these very popular and collectible
areas............................................................. NET $295.00
#8742 GERMANY - NAZI ERA - Hitler Propaganda Cards.
Over 140 covers..........................................NET $1,850.00
#8893 TOPICAL 1935 BRITISH SILVER JUBILEE - Handmade pages with used stamps. Outstanding collection only
missing 2 inexpensive stamps (Bahamas #94, Br. Offices
Morocco - Br. Currency #228). Extremely difficult to find this
complete! Catalog value is $2,120............NET $1,495.00
#8826 TOPICAL - MILITARY & FELDPOST COVERS Wonderful collection in a binder with Speciality pages of Military covers (most 100+ years old) and all before 1940! Includes Switzerland, Germany, Austria & France. Note:
French cover from 1855. Expertly written up and organized.
..................................................................... NET $595.00
#8840 EUROPA - Schaubek binder with quadrilled pages
with stamps from 1956 thru 1987. Except for a few used in
1956,the collection is mint. From 1957 to 1964 some are
hinged and some in mounts. From 1965 to 1987 are all in
mounts, Note that the following are not within: 1956 Luxemburg, 1960 Liechtenstein, 1961 San Marino, 1972 complete year. Includes a few later souvenir sheets and some
Monaco mini sheets................................... NET $750.00
#8239 & #8240 WORLDWIDE - TOPICAL - Lighthouse
stockbook (16 pages, 32 sides) with mint stamps from the
1980’s thru 2010. Topical heaven. An assortment of trains,
airplanes, ships, animals, fish, sports, olympics, flowers, insects, butterflies, art, paintings, architecture, space and
more with almost 300 sets, singles or souvenir sheets.
Some minor duplication (up to 4 of each). Lots of catalog
value.......................................
NET $495.00
each
#8243 WORLDWIDE - TOPICAL (3 BOOKS) - 2 Lighthouse stockbooks and 1 Unisafe stockbook (all with 16
pages, 32 sides). Stamps are from the 1990’s thru 2013
and are all mint, NH. Approximately 800 sets, souvenir
sheets or mini sheets including birds, animals, flowers,
sports, art, ships, trains, butterflies, insects, dogs, cats,
horses, fish, marine life and more. All sets appear to be
complete. Many countries represented, such as India, Argentina, Indonesia, Poland, Russia, Belarus, Malawi and
many more. Many very recent, like from the last 10 or so
years....................................................
NET $1,495.00
#9012 TOPICAL - 1949 UPU - Mint, almost complete collection including British Commonwealth common design,
French Colonies (12), Portuguese Colonies (8), Germany
#669 & #9N35-41, Italy #518, San Marino #304 sheet of 6,
Vatican #C18-19. All are lightly hinged......... NET $595.00
#9028 TOPICAL - WINSTON CHURCHILL (2 STOCKBOOKS) - 2 Lighthouse 8pg stockbooks (32 sides total).
Collection of a few hundred mint stamps & souvenir sheets.
Includes British Commonwealth 1966 series complete (less
French New Hebrides).....................................NET $295.00
#9039 TOPICAL - JOHN F. KENNEDY (4 Stockbooks) Stockbooks filled with hundreds of set, singles, souvenir
sheets and/or mini sheets. Runs from 1964 thru 1970. Includes deluxe souvenir sheets and imperforates, etc. Priced
far below current market prices.........
NET $395.00
#9044 TOPICAL - J.F.K. (3 albums) - White Ace albums
starting in 1964 with mint JFK related stamps. Extensive
collection including souvenir sheets, mini sheets, gold foil,
imperfs, etc. 3 albums plus an envelope of many items to
be mounted. Also includes Wengers 2 catalogs (1970 edition & 1975 additional edition)...................... NET $495.00
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WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS

#7233 WORLD (MIXED) - POLAND & UNITED NATIONS
- Stockbook with 16 pages (32 sides) filled with mint, NH
sets and single values. Includes Poland 1962 thru 1975 and
includes UN NY & Geneva from 1956 (NY) and 1969
(Geneva) thru 1975...................................... NET $295.00
#7235 WORLD (MIXED) - ROMANIA & RUSSIA - Great
selection of mint, NH sets and singles, including imperfs.

Stockbook is about 90% filled with stamps from the 1960’s
thru 1975...................................................... NET $395.00
#8225 WORLDWIDE A-K - Scott album from 1977 thru
1980. A mint, never hinged collection in mounts from Antigua to S. Korea with most countries represented. The
strength is in PR China. Stamps included are #1547-54,
#1557-72, #1574-81, #1613-16, #1618-25, #1632-35,
#1636-39. All stamps appear to be in complete sets. Catalog Value is $3,066.................................. NET $1,795.00

#8875 WORLDWIDE - Minkus Comprehensive Worldwide
Stamp Album thru 1960. Many thousands of stamps will be
found within. Lots of better sets and singles. Mint highlights
are Falkland #128-142, India #203-205, Pitcairn Is. #1-8
(10v). Good Iceland and Ireland as well as other countries.
........................................................................NET $795.00

Rainy Day Lot

SPECIAL OFFER

Large Carton (16 x 12 x 11)
filled with
Worldwide & U.S.
Stamps, Covers, etc.
Lots & Lots of Value!
A Huge Bargain

ONLY $99.95
Plus a FREE Umbrella
PLUS SHIPPING & HANDLING $20.00

Guaranteed to keep you
busy on a Rainy Day!
CELEBRATING OUR 25TH YEAR IN BUSINESS
new york’s only street level retail stamp store

432 west 54th street, new york, ny 10019 * tel: (212) 489-8130 ~ Fax: (212) 581-8130
e-mail: championstamp@aol.com ~ website: www.championstamp.com
store HoUrs: monday-Friday 10am-4pm & thursday 10am-7pm

